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Young Wild West anti the Death ·Dip
OR, ARIETTA BAFFLING THE ·sMEL7ER FIENDS
By AN OLD 3 COUT
#

CHAPTER I.-Arietta's Horse Is Found To Be
Missing.
"So you feel like taking 'a ten-mile ride, eh,
Et?" Young Wild West said to his golden-haired
sweetheart, Arietta Murdock, as the girl came out
upon the hotel porch at Tombstone, Arizona, one
-.11!!91orning a fe~ years ago, when that hustling mining camp was given the credit of being one of
the toughest places in all Arizona.
"Yes, Wild. Shall we go?'.' the· girl answered,
loo.king at him with a questioning smile.
"Why, ce1'tainly.
How about Anna and
Eloise?"
"Oh, they want to go, too. Charlie and Jim
are willing, so we'll all go for a ride. There isn't
much to see about this place, so we can go around
back of the big ore crusher and smelter, and then
come back by the other road. There are a /ew
changes here, and we may as well look tnem
over."
"All right, little girl. We'll go and get the
horses ready at once. Come on, boys."
The last was said to Cheyenne Chal'lie and Jim
art, the two partners of the boy who was
nown throughout the vast region called the Wild
West as the Champion Deadshot.
Cheyenne Charlie, the scout, gave a nod, and
Jim Dart did likewise.
.
.
Jim was a boy about the same age as our hero.
He had been born in Wyoming, and though he
se!dom had much to say,1 he was as full , of grit
as could possibly be, and a fitting partner for
the well-known Boy Hero of the Wild West. It
may as well be stated that Eloise Gardner, . o~e
of the girls referred to by our hero, was Jim s
sweetheart, while Anna was the wife of Cheyenne
Charlie.
The party had arrived at Tombstone late the
day before, and, as usual, had put up at the then
leading hotel, which was, to say the least, not
very elaborate, for at the time of which we write
things were in · a rather crude state in that part
of Arizona. But there was lots of business being
'itone there.
Ore was taken from the ground in the immediate vicinity and from distant places to be
br oken and melted at the rather crude smelting
and refining plants. It was not more than seven
e 'clock, and the sun had yet to get high enough

to mak_e life unpleasant when one happened to be
under its rays, so Young Wild West decided t h at
a morning ride for an hour would not be out of
place, since they were so much in the h abit of
being in the. s3:ddle that i~ s~emed strange when
they were• sittmg about m idleness. The scout
and Jim Dart followed the young deadshot as he
went around to the rear of t he hotel to the shed
where the horses had been stalled t he night before.
They were half way to the shed when Hop
Wah, _one of the two Cfiinamen employed in t he
capacity of .servant by Young: Wild West and his
friends, came running excitedly toward them.
"Misler Wild !" he exclaimed, his eyes bulging
with a larm, "Missee Alietta's horse allee samee
gone, so be. Somebody stealee."
"What's that?" Wild cried, giving a start of
amazement.
"Somebody has stolen Arietta's
horser you say;"
"Lat light, Mister Wild."
"I reckon we .h ad better see about it."
So saying, the boy started on a run to the
shack that was dubbed a stable by the proprietor
of the hotel. One glance told him that one of
the horses was missing. It was Arietta's creamwhite broncho, Snowflake, too.
The rest were apparently as they ·had been left
the night before.
"Great gimlets!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie
the scout, and then an angry flush showed upo~
his face and he quickly pulled his gun.
"Take it easy, Charlie,' the young deadshot
advised, speaking in his cool and easy way. "The
horse thief certainly isn't here, so there's no
need of doing any shooting just now. I reckon
if Et is going to take a ride this morning we'll
have to borrow a horse for her."
"Ain't you goin' to git after the thief right
.away, Wild?"
·
"Certainly, Charlie. But keep cool. How many
times have I told you that it isn't necessary to
grow excited when anything out of the ordinary
happens."
•
"I know it, Wild, but I can't help it. Jest think
of it! Some sneakin' coyote has took that hor se.
We've got to find him, an' see to it that he git s
what's comin' to •him."
"Of course. But that don 't say that we must
hop around as if we all had suddenly been taken
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with a fit. Now you just take it easy and we'll tomorrow morning, perhaps. Now then, I don't
see about finding the horse thief."
want either of you girls to mention a word of
Then the young deadshot sought tbe hostler, this. We'll just make it appear that we didn't
but after questioning him sharply the boy soon know a thing about the horse being missing."
came to the conclusion that he knew nothing
"Maybe the hostier will go and tell it, Wild,"
about the theft. The fact was that the hostler Cheyenne Charlie spoke up.
had not been aware that one of the horses was
· "That's true. I forgot that. I'll go and see
missing, even.
him at once."
"When did you discover that Arietta's horse •
Wild went back to the shed and found the
was missing, Hop?" Wild asked, looking at t!\e hostler at work near by.
heathen, who was very often called Young Wilrl
"See here, my man," he said, smiling. "We
West's Clever Chinee, because of his wonderful made a little mistake about there being a horse
ability to do sleight-of-hand, and his shrewdness stolen. One of cur girls had the blacksmith come
and cleverness in general.
.
for him early this morning, and he's gone· there
"Me comee here two, three miriut!t)s ago, sp be," waiting his turn to be shod."
was the reply. "Me lookee at um horses, and me
"I'm mighty glad to hear that, Young Wild
see lat Miss Alietta's no lere. Me velly muchee ·west," the man retorted, showing how much
suplise, so me go tellee you pletty quickee, so be." easier he felt, for no doubt he had thought that
Jim Dart walked into the stall where the horses
suspicion might possibly be placed upon him.
had been stabled the night before, and finding
"We'll send a couple more of the horses down
that the halter had been cut and that the knotted to get fixed up, too, while we're at it. I'll let
part was fast to the iron ring, he promptly one of the Chinamen take them. Don't say any~
called the attention of Young Wild West and thing about us being surprised at not finding the
Cheyenne Charlie to it.
white horse here. We forgot about the black"That rope was cut with a mighty sharp knife.
smith, you know."
lt took jest about one slash to do it!" the scout
"All 1·ight," and the hostler shrugged his
declared, after he had made a close examination shoulders.
of the severed rope.
•
"See if you can catch this," Wild said, sud"No clue in that, though, Charlie," the young denly, as he tossed him a silver dollar.
deadshot retorted with a shake of his head.
The man caught it readily enough.
Then he happened to look around and noticed
"Thank yer, Young Wild West, thank yer," he
that the Chinaman had started for the hotel.
cried.
"Come back here, Hop," • he called out sharply.
Satisfied that he would not say anything about
"Allee light, Misler Wild," and Hop quickly it, Wild returned to the hotel.
.
ran to the -shed.
"Now then, boys," he said to Cheyenne Charlie
"Not a word about the horse being stolen, do
and Jim Dart, "I reckon we'll start out to look for
you understand?"
the horse thief. I think we can do pretty well
"Allee light, Misler Wild. Me no say some- by going around on foot first. We'll visit every
thing if you no wantee me to."
public place in the camp, and possibly we may
"I don;t want you to say anything. We'll keep
pick up something that will give us a clue. Here,
this to ourselves for a little while, anyhow. I'll
Hop, I w~mt you."
go and explain matters to the girls, and I'U see
"Allee- light, Misler Wild," the Chinaman reto it that they don't say anything, either. They've torted, as he came running around the corner of
got to postpone their ·ide, though, for Charlie the house, for he had been waiting at the front.
and Jim will go with me in sea1·ch of the horse,
"You take Anna's and Eloise's horse down to
and the thief as well. Now then, I reckon we the ·b lacksmith shop and have their shoes looked
all understand it."
ever. Arietta's is supposed to be there, too, but
"I reckon we do, Wild," the scout promptly you need not say anything about that part of it." ~retorted, while /im gave a nod to signify that ·he
"Me undelstandee, Misler Wild," and the Chinasurely did understand !t.
man at once went off to do the young deadshot's
Leaving the horses right where they were, they · bidding.
all turned and went around to the front of the
Though somewhat agitated over what had haphotel. The porch where the girls were waiting
opened, Arietta soon calmed herself, and as the
was located upon the side, so they walked. around sun was shining upon that side of tl\e building,
and then in his cool and easy way Wild told she went into the airy sitting-room with Anna
of the discovery Hop had made.
and Eloise.
Wild and his two partners left the hotel and
Arietta grew somewhat excited, for t})e cheamstarted on their tour of investigation, as it might
white broncho was a steed she could dep~nd upon,
and to learn that it had been stolen was quite be termed.
· Somehow, all three felt that the stolen horse
enough to shock her.
"The idea!" she exclaimed. "How did any . one was somewhere within the confines of Tombstone. If the thief had gone away durin~ the
dare to come right here to the hotel and steal a
night there would be small chance of remaining
horse?"
·
"Somebody did dare to do it, though. But just undiscovered. Young Wild West and his partners were pretty well known to the business men
keep cool. We'll find the horse and the ~hief, too.
I did think when we struck here last mght that of Tombstone.
They had not taken the trouble to go away
we were going to have a rather tame time of it.
from the hotel the night before so when they
But now I reckon something has happened that
will keep us busy for a while. I haven't the least entered a gambling saloon that was close to the
doubt that your horse will be recoveTed. But thei:e hotel, it was taken for granted by the man in
may be a little excitement take place before 1t charge that they were merely making a call, as
happens. You'll have to postpone the ride until they usually did wheu in town. The young dead-
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slwt bought some cigars, and then in an off"Oh! You d!l Champion Dea-dshot. Me hear ·
hiind way said, as he nodded to the man in about you."
ch'~ rge:
.
.
"I believe they call me the Champion Dead shot
"Has anything been going on around here lately sometimes. . But that part of it is all right. I
out of the ordinary?"
·
want to help you find the fellow who robbed you
"There's always somethin' goin' on, Young last night. I like that sort of thing, you know.
Wild West," was the reply. "But I don't sup- Now then, if you don't mind, just tell me the
pose there's been anythin' what you might call name of the man you suspe.c t."
·
wonderful."
"Maybe me be wrong, but we know pretty
''No one tried to rob the bank or make a hold- well," and he hesitated.
up, I suppose."
..
"That's ·an right. I won't say a word, so if you
"There ain't · no one tried to rob the barik in are mistaken you'll not get into any trouble."
the past three months. But there's been a few
"All right den. Me feel sure dat Big Benning,
r wnat you might call hold-ups, I s'pose. Last one of da bosses at da big smelter, take my horse.
night there was a drunken greaser in here what He take my money, too. He want to get plenty
had lots of money. He kept showin' it to every- horses. He make verra much money when he sell
body what come in, an' after a while he got dem."
bu~kin' the tiger an' won about a hundred dollars
Wild felt that he was getting along nicely. If
mcire. About four o'clock this' mornin' he was the suspicions of the greaser were any way corfound dead drunk layin' on a pile of rubbish back _rect, certainly a - clue had been found.
of ' the house with his pockets turned inside out.
"Boys," he said, speaking in a low tone to his
I dpn't know whether you could call that a hold- partners, "I reckon we've got something to work
up or not, but somebody sartinly got his ~oney." on, so we'll get right at it. In the meantime, this
"That's a foregone conclusion. Where is the fellow should keep quiet. If he starts in to drink- ·
greaser now?"
ing again he'll certainly begin talking too much,
"He's in the back room, there, Ain't quite • a~d ,~he first thing you know he'll get a ~ullet in
sobered up yet. • He's been cryin' an' swearin' an him.
awful lot. I felt a little sorry for him, so I took
"He sartinly will," the scout declared, as he
a cup of coffee in there an' put it on the table. looked at the Mexican and shook his head.
_H.e didn't offei· to drink it, but maybe he's changed
"You want me ~~ keep still?" the man asked,
Ms mind by this time. Want to see him?"
for he heard all that was said.
"Yes, let's see what he looks like."
"YM, and very still. You have got ten dollars,
Wild followed him to the rear room, Charlie but.. that don't sav that you should go and get
and Jim walking right after him.' The bartendel· drunk again. Stay right here, or go somewhere
pointed to a.Mexican who was sitting at a table else, and be quiet for a few hours, and pel'haps
just tasting of a cup of coffee. The fellow, who · we'll be able to find the man who robbed you."
"Me do what you say, Young Wild West. You
seemed to be somewhat gr.outy, looked up and
then went on with his coffee.
verra smart American boy."
_
"Good-morning, my friend," Young Wild West
"All right, we'll let .it go at that, then. Come
said, as he walked over and sat down at the table on, boys," and the young de;:tdshot promptly led
near the fellow. "They tell me you were robbed th e way out of the saloon.
'
last night."
"Me fim:l da man and kill pretty quick," was
the reply, while a flash of anger showed in the CHAPTER II.-The Stolen Horse I s Rec.overed.
man's eyes. "He steal my horse, too."
.
"Stole your horse, too; eh? That's too bad."
Wild and his partners continued making the
"Me know da man. He verra.,bad. He one of rounds
of the mining camp. While all three felt
a bosses at da smelter. Me verra sure of it."
they were really on the track of tli.e horse
"You think you know who the thief is, then, . that
what the greaser had told them might be a
but you are not sure. Maybe we can help you thief,
mistake, after all. It was possible that he may
find him."
have disliked Big Benning, the boss at the smeltThe Mexican put down his spoon, and leaning ing plant, and being in a muddled state and feelback j.n his chair looked at Wild for a moment, ing vengeful, he had laid the crime to him. But
and then directed his gaze to Charlie and Jim. it was worth looking up, so the young deadshot
He seemed to be satisfied that they really were decided to learn more about Big Benning. By
willing to help him, and with a nod of his head questioning men in the public places they visited
picked up the spoon again and went to sipping they became convinced that Big Benning was
his coffee.
quite a power among the laboring class of Tomb"Maybe this will help you out until you're able stone. He was receiving a salary of· twelve dolto find the thief," Wild said, as he placed a ten- lars per day, and spent his monEW freely. But in
dollar gold piece on the table beside the man.
spite of this fact he was reported as owning a
The greaser gave a violent start. Certainly he small ranch about six miles from the town, which
had not expected anything of the kind, and he • was run by hi:;; brother, Sam. Benning. Wild
acted as if he could not quite unde1·stand how a learned this in about the fifth place they visited,
stranger, and a boy, at that, could be so generous. and he now decided that it was time for them to
go and get the horse.
"You give a-dat to me?"
"Boys," he said, as they turned and walked
"I'll loan it to you until you find the thief. If
you get your money back you can 1·eturn it. If rapidly back to the hotel they were stopping at, "I
reckon we must ride out to this ranch right away.
you don't, it's all right."
Probably we may find Arietta's horse there."
"\Vhat you name, boy?" _
·"An' if we do find him there you kin bet there'll
"Mv name is You=· Wild West."
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be some fun!" the scout exclaimed, his eyes flashing with anger.
"You leave that part of it to me, Charlie. I
haven't made up my mind just what I'll do if we
do happen to find the horse there. But you can
bet all you're worth," he added, with emphasis,
"that we'll bring him back with us."
The girls were waiting for them, and when
they returned to the hotel they eagerly asked if
they had learned anything.
"Vv e have struck a clue," the young deadshot
retorted, "but we don't know wheth~1 it will
amount to anything or not. We are gomg to t3:ke
a ride. Maybe we'll bring Snowflake back with
us. Et."
'Th
"I only hope you do," the girl retorted. '
ere
are plenty of horses probably as good, but that
dvn't mean that one can be stolen from you wI:enrver it occurs to a thief to do it. Another thmg,
I'm much attached to Snowflake, and I won't feel
just rigbt until he is with us again."
· Hop had taken .the ho;·ses belonging ~o Anna
and Eloise to the blacksmith shop, but Sp1t~re, as
well as Charlie's and Jim's mount, were m the
stable. The young deadshot and his partners
were not long in saddling them, and then th~y
rode leisurely through the main street of the ht- ·
tie town. They were hailed severa~ times by men
who knew them, and the salutat10ns were returned promptly.
.
"There's no need in riding fast until we get out
of sight of these people," Wild said to his partners, as they continued on at an easy pace. "Y,f/,
don't want anyone to know that we are lookmg
for a horse thief."
.
"They won't find out unle?s that grea~er. g1ts
dwnk an' tells. it. an' that's Jest what he s hkely
to""do." the scout declared.
. ,,
.
"We'll nave to take the chances on -it, Jim
Dart spoke up. "But even if it do.es get out, _we
may have the stolen horse br the time the ~xc1tement begins. When a horse is stolen there IS_'ge~erallv more or less excitement, and if the -thief 1s
caught he usually gets hung to ~he n_earest t:ree.
I don't know how it would be with B1~ Bennm~,
though, for it seems t_h at he has a big pull .m
Tombstone."
.
. "Somebody else would have a big pull-at the
end of the rope that was around his neck, maybe,"
Charlie said meaningly.
Tombstone was soon left behind them, and then
over the dusty trail the three rod~ at a. gallop.
Thev had been told the d\recti_on m w~1ch Big
Benning's ranch lay, and 1t bemg but six miles
from Tombstone. it would not take them very long
to get there. Abqut half the distance had bee!1
covered when they met a horseman who was ev.1dently a cowboy. Wild noticed that he acted as 1f
he wanted them to evade them, and when he
turned out to give them plenty of room, the young
deadshot -promptly ~alted him.
·
· "Are you working on a ranch anywhere a:i:ound
these parts?" was the query the boy put to h1~.
"Yes.'' was the reply, after some Jittle hesitation.
,,
"Big Benning's ranch, I suppose.
.
"Yes, that's right," and the fellow showed signs
of uneasiness more than evei'.
·
"Got quite a place out this way, I suppose."
"Not much of a place. He's got a few cattle
an' horses, that's all. Wanted to give hls brother
a job, so he's lettin' him run things. There's only

four of us workin' on the ranch. There ain't
much in the way of g-rass in these parts, you
know, so it's hard to raise fat cattle."
.
"I reckon that's right. my friend. It isn't a·
very good g1·azing country, that's sure. Going
over to Tombstone, I suppose."
"I reckon there ain't no other place to go to.".
"I suppose not. Well, all right. We're taking
a ride around to see how the country looks, and
if it don't sh,ow up much bette1• than this we'll.
mighty soon turn and go back, too."
The cowboy nodded, and then rode on, looking
over his shoulder and no doubt wondering· who
thev were and what their business was. But
Wild had no intention of going back just yet. He
wa,, heading for Big- Benning's ranch, and he
WM, going- to get there now as soon as possible.
He spoke sharply to the sorrel stallion, and away
he went at a swift gallop. Charlie and Jim came
after him. but even if they had tried to do so
they could not have caught Spitfire just then, fox
the· fact was , the horse was feeling good that'
morning, and was inclined to let himself out. But
Wild soon reined him in and permitted his partJ1t!rS to ride abreast of him.
The vegetation
showed up a little more as they continued on, and
it was not Jong · before they were able to see a
ramshackle structure of a house and some other ,
buildings that were in a very poor state of repair
lying in a hollow a mile away.
"That must Qe the place," Wild said, nodding
his head. "We'll ride right on to the wire pen
· I see to the left. lhere are horses in it, and maybe we'll find the one we're looking· for there."
As they neared the house and other buildings
they turned a little to the left and soon came fo
the corral. Probably there might have been as
many as forty horses there, but there was not a
white one among them, so it was soon settled thatArietta;s steed was not in the corral. T,hey sat
in the saddle looking at the horses, when two '
horsemen came around the group of buildings
near the house and rode at a canter toward them.
One of them was a tall, lanky man wearing a ''.
broad-brimmed straw hat. Like the faces of those
living in that part of the country, his was covered with a heavy coat of tan, and being of a dark ,...
complexion, he looked to be tainted with negro
blood. His eyes we1·e black anct were sharp and
piercing, and as he rode up he kept them first
upon one and then the other of the trio, actin~
very much as if he 1·egardeq them witl\' suspicion.
The other fellow was just an ordinary cowboy, to
all appearances, rather indifferent with hi s style
pf dress, and not over clean.
"Who did you want to see ?"the tall man with
the piercing eyes asked, for neither Wild nor his
partners spoke a word until he got through surveying them.
"No one in particular. We struck Tombstone
late yesterday a"fternoon, and thought we would
take a ride out into the country this morning.
Quite a ranch you have here."
"Not much of a one."
"Are you the owne1·?"
"No, my brother owns it. He saved up a little
money an' stocked the place an' is lettin' me run
it."
"Is your name Sam Benning?"
"Yes, that's my name. What do you want to
know for?"
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"Oh, we hear d that a fellow by tl1at name was know?" and with that Benning• removed his hand
and .l'ested it upon the neck of his horse.
nmning a sort of ranch out this way."
"That's better. Now then, just come on with
·
"Who told you?"
"I don't remember just who it was now. We u s. We want to look in those buildings over
there. We are looking for a white broncho, which
heard someone say it in one of the saloons."
disappeared from the stable at the hotel last
"Thought you wasn't lookin' for nobody."
night, as I told you before. It may be that some"That's righ,t."
"How is it, then, that you wanted -to know wJ10 one might have come along this way in the night
and left it there without your knowledge."
I was an' all that ?"
"I suppose that could be, couldn't it, boss?" the
"Can't a fellow ask an ordinary question?"
"Yes, but sometimes people ask too many ques- cowboy spoke up, his eyes lighting up.
"It could be, maybe. b~t I don't see what anytions. I'll tell you, kid, a feller of your age ain't
body would want to do anything like that fo1·. I
got no right to a sk questions."
ain't looked in the barn this morning."
"You think so, do you?"
"I ain't, neither," the cowboy declared.
"Yes, I do. Who are you, anyhow?"
"We'll look in now, then, just for curiosity,"
"My name is Young Wild West, and I take
pleasure in introducing to you my two partners, Wild said, as he started his horse toward the
'
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart. The fact is, Mr. group of buildings.
The moment he did this the ranchman made a
Benning," and the boy went on smilingly, "that
we are looking for a horse that was stolen from grab fo1' his gun. But Cheyenne Charlie was on
the stable at the big hotel last night. Seen any- the watch.
"Quit that, you sneakin' coyote," he called out
thing of him?"
The boy had his eyes fixed squarely upon those sharply, and when the ranchman turned and saw
of Benning when he said this, and when the man him holding a revolver in his hand, he became
gave start at hearing the name of Young Wild much confused. ·
"I wasn't doin' nothin'," he declared. "Come
West, the gaze was not removed. But when the
last was said about the stolen horse and Benning on. I ain't afraid to let you look all over the
ave another start, more violent than before, and place. But it made me mad when I thought you
paled slightly, Wild knew that no mistake had was meanin' that we was horse thieves or somethin' .like that."
been made in 1·iding out to the ranch.
They all rode -0ver to the ramshackle buildings,
"A funny place to come to look for a ho1·se
that's been stolen, eh, Mike?" and the ranchman and halting near them, Wild promptly dis·
turned to the cowboy, who sat in the saddle . mounted.
gaping in astonishment.
"Now then, Mike," he said to the cowboy, for
"I should sorter say so, boss," was ' the reply. he .had not forgotten the name the ranchman had
called the fellow, "wh~re do you think we will be
"Ain't thinkin' we're horse thieves, are they?,.
"No one said anything about you being horse li_kely to find the white broncho?"
thieves," Wild answered quickly. "But it could
"I don't think you'll find him here anywhere,"
easily be that someone might have brought a was the reply.
"Of course not, for you don't know anything
horse here and left it in your charge."
"The only horses we've got here are the ones about it. But if there was ·a horse hidden anywe're ridin' now an' them you see in the corral," where around here, where do you think it would
be?"
Sam Benning declared.
"Is that so? I thought probably you might
''That's askin' me more than I kin tell."
ave one or two in one of the buildings over there.
"All right, then. I suppose there's no need of
my inquiring of Mr. Benning, for he wouldn't tell
Suppose you take us over and let u s see."
At this Benning reached down and caught hold me, anyhow. I'll just leave my two partners here
with him, while I make a search."
of the butt of a revolver.
"See here, kid," he said angrily, "I reckon
It was not necessary fo1· the young deadshot to
you're goin' a little too far. Anyone as don't take say al}ything further. Charlie and Jim knew exmy word when I tells a thing had better look out. actly what was required of them, and they cerI ain't what you call a bad man, but I have a way tainly would attend to business. They did not
of stickin' up for my rights, an' I don't allow no- dismount, nor did the ranchman and the cowboy,
body to even hint that I ain't honest."
and while the four were sitting in the saddle,
"That's all right, Mr. Benning. Just keep your their horses at a standstill, Wild entered the first
hand away from~that piece of hardware. I'm a of the buildings. He was not long in satisfying
sort of mind reader, you know, and my opinion is himself that there was no horse of any kind there,
that you have got the horse we are lookin' for on much less a white broncho. He went into th
these premises. Now then, if you are as honest next building, which was really in such a tumbleas you claim to be, you surely can't object to us down state that it was dangerous to keep livestock there. But he rummaged about, and pulling
looking around."
"You git off this property. I'm boss here, an' I some fallen boa1·ds aside suddenly came in sight
reckon I've got the power to make anyone leave of the object of his search. In a corner, tied to a
post where it was very dark, was Arietta's horse.
~·hen I tell 'em."
"You have got the power to order them to, but Close to it was another horse, a black one, that
I hardly think you have got enough power to looked to be somewhat broken down. Not greatly
make us leave until we get good and ready. The surprised at his discovery, ·the young deadshot
fact is, Mr. Benning, we are here on .business. quickly ran to the horses, and untying both, pro-Now then, I just told you to keep your hand away ceeded to lead them out of the dilapidated structure. As he came outside with them, Cheyenne
from that gun."
Charlie lifted his hat an<l veIJen:
"Who's got his hand on a gun. I'd like •to
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"Hooray! hoort y! You found Snowflake without no trouble at all, Wild."
"And that must be the grease:r's horse," Jim
Dart added, a s he nodded to the black one. _
"Most likely.''
.
. "How in thunder could them two nags have got
into that old buildin', Mike?" .Sam Benning asked,
turning to the cowboy and affecting great surprise.
"Don't ask me anything about it, boss. I s'pose
somebody stole them two horses, an' feelin' that it
wasn't safe to keep ·'em, they put 'em there last
night some time. But !hey run a mighty big risk,
'cause that old buildin' is about ready to tumble
down."
"Sartin, an' that shows mighty plain that we
wouldn't put horses the1·e."
"It 1·eallv makes no difference who put the
horses here, Mr. Benning," Wild said, as he led
the two animals out and came to a halt right before the ranchman. "So long- as you're willing to
admit that they don't belong here, we'll take them
with: us. I can easily prove that the white one belongs to u s. The other one I never saw before.
But I have every reason to belie'4e that it belongs
to a Mexican who was robbed of his money last
night, and also of his horse. If I were you,'! and
the boy jerked his thumb toward the corral, "I
would 'make sure that there are no stolen horses
in that bunch. The first thing . you know, somebody will be putting a rope around your neck."
"Meanin' that I'm a ho~e thief, then?" and the
eyes of the ranchman flas1ied.
.
"Meaning it any way you want_ to take it. Now
then, if you happen t_o see your big b_rothei: before
I do, you just tell him that. somethm!f will haJ?·
pen to him before very long- if he doesn t mend his
ways. You know as well as I do how they treat
horse thieves in this pal't of the country. I don'.t
believe in lynching myself, and I wouldn't permit
it now if a dozen men came up here and wanted
to hang you. It may be that you knew nothing
about the two horses being· in the old barn, so
we'll let it go at that."
Then in his cool and easy way the young deadshot turned the black horse over to Jim Da:rt,
and, mounting Spitfire, rode off, leading Arietta's
horse with him. . The scout brought up the rear,
and he was very ca1·eful to keep a watch on the
two men, for he knew that both must be_feeling
like taking a shot at them. ~am Bennmg a!1d
the cowboy watched them until they wen! quite
a distance away, and then they turned and 1·ode
to the ranch-house.

CHAPTER III.-Big Benning.
•

.

After taking the two ' horses to the blacksmith
shop, Hop Wah decided to hunt up something ~n
the way of fun. He ·was pretty well known m
Tombstone, more especially at the different saloons, and having the reputation of being a great
gambler, as well as a practical joker, it was not
easy for him to find the fun he u sually was looking for. The different proprietors were all suspicious . of him, though: they afforded him their
very best treatment. Hop happened to• enter
the saloon where the robbed Mexican was sitting
at the table in the rear room. Generally the
cleyer Chinee entered such places by the back

way, so when he came in the first person he saw
.was the- greaser, who had not left the table.
"Y.elly nicee morning," the clever Chinee observed, noclding to the half-drunken man.
"Eh? What you say ?" and the greaser looked
up in a sort of bewilderment.
·
"Velly nicee mo1·ning, so be," Hop 1·epeated.
".Maybe you wantee lillee dlink of tanglefoot. Me
allee samee Young Wild West's Clevee Chinee."
"What dat you say?"
"Me allee samee Young Wild West's Clevee
Chinee. Me velly smartee Chinee, too. Me got- '
tee uncle in China whattee velly muchee smartee,
and me allee samee likee my uncle. Have lillee
dlink of tanglefoot?"
Then Hop stepped over, and taking the greaser
by the arm, assisted him from the chair.
Willingly enough the man went out to the bar.
"Feelin' better, greaser?" the man in charge
a sked, as he looked at him in a surprised way.
"Yes, me feel better. Young Wild West go find
da thief. Give me my money back soon."
It was Hop's turn to be surprised.
"Whattee lat you say?" he asked. "Young
Wild West go findee um thief whattee stealee
you money?"
"Dat right, Chinee. Young Wild West tell me
dat. He give me ten dollar."
Then he proudly showed the gold-piece the•
young deadshot had presented him with.
"I reckon that's right, Hop," the man in charge
declared, for he knew the .Chinaman's name quite
well. "I happened to hear somethin' Of what they
was sayin' when· Wild an' his partners was in
here somethin' like half an }).our ago. Sorter took
pity on this feller, 'cause he was robbed while he
was drunk last night. It didn't happen in this
place, though, so the boss ain't responsible for it.
If a feller gits full of liquor an' then goes out
somewhere an' goes to sleep an' is robbed of what
money he's got, it ain't nobody's fault but his
own."
"Lat light, Misler Bartender," Hop ag-reed,
smiling blandly. "Me velly glad Young Wild
West helpee um gleaser."
"No callee me a greaser," the Mexican cried,
showing a tinge of anger. "My name Pedro. Me
good, honest man."
"Allee light, Misler Pedro. Me ·no callee you
gleaser some more. Me velly smartee Chinee.
You have lillee tanglefoot. Makee you feelei
velly muchee goodee."
"It will set him b'ilin' drunk ag'in, that's what
it will," the bartender declared. "He's got ten
dollars now, an' I'll bet it wi]J. all be gone afore
noon. Young Wild West wasn't u sin' a wh.ole
lot of good judgment whert he give it to him."
Hop smiled some more, and then a. bottle and
two glasses wei-e put upon the bar. It happened
that ther e was no one else in the room at the time.
Even the few loiterers· that usually hung about
the place at that hour had gone elsewhere. Pedro,
the greaser, seemed to feel a lot better after he
got his drink.
"You say you know Young Wild West?" he re,. "
marked, as he found a cigarette in,his pocket and
proceeded to light it, looking at the Chinaman at
the time.
"Lat light. Me allee samee Young Wild West's
Clevee Chinee."
Pedro shook his head, for he could not quite
understand the meaning.
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"What he say?" he asked, looking at the bar- he saw the three men come in, h_is brow darkened and he called out excitedly:
tender.
''Me see you fellow s last night when me d1:ink.
"You have got ears, ain't you?" was the reply.
"He says he's Young Wild West's Clever Chinee. Pretty soon somebody take my money, and den
Meanin' by that that he's somewhat smart. I take my horse. You know who da thief is. He
happen to know that he is, too. He's a sleight-of- Big Benning, da boss at da smelter. Young Wild
hand feller, an' kin do all kinds of magic tricks. West go find him pretty quick, and make him give
back my money and da horse."
You know what magic is, don't you?"
That was quite enough. The man's hearers
Pedro shook his head.
"Da Chinee no look verry smart," he finally looked somewhat astoni shed, and th~ began talking in whispers. One of them went out, and then
ventured.
"You never seen a heathen what did, an' I'll in less than five minutes half a dozen more rebet on it. Hop, jest show him how smart. you are. turned, and questions were rapidly put to the
There ain't nothin' goin' on around . here this greaser. But he was just enough under the inmornin', an' I 've got my work about done. Don't fluence of liquor to keep the thing going, and he
muss the place up, though, whatever you do."
declared over and over again that Big Benning
"Whattee you wantee me do, Misler Bar-· had robbed him, and that Young Wild West wad
going to get his money back for him. Such an
tender?"
"Oh, set the greaser's shirt tm fire, 01: somethin' accusation could not be taken lightly, and the re·
like that. Let's have a little fun."
sult was that half an hour later it was pretty wen
"No!" cried Pedro angrily. "Me no want to • spread through the town. A man who evidently
scented a shooting match made it his business to
burn."
"Lat allee light," Hop spoke up reassuringly. go over to the smelting plant where Big Benning ·
"Me no burn you. You havee some more tangle- was at work and tell him what the greaser had
said.
foot."
Then the Chinaman reached · over and poured
Thi s happened about an hour and a half after
the Mexican's glass about half full of liquor. He Young· Wild West and his partners set out for
took some for himself, and then with a bland the o~tlying ranch in search of Arietta's horse.
smile picked up Pedro's glass and dropped a small, The big boss, who really was almost a giant in
white pellet into -the whisky.
stature, lost no time in making his way to -the
"Velly goodee luck, Misler Pedro," he said, as saloon. He was seen coming, however, and Pedro
he raised his own glass to his lips.
was given a warning. Hop was still present and
Already the pellet was creating something in he took it upon himself to lend his assistan~e to
the way of a disturbance at the bottom of th.-i the Mexican.
glass. · Thousands of tiny bubbles were coming
"You bettee Jun away," he whispered, as the
from it, and just a s the greaser raised th~ glass men began talking excitedly and movin~ away
to his liP$ it burst into a mass of foam, which not · from the bar. "Um bad Melican man allee samee
only went down the man's thr?at, ~ut up his nos- shootee you. You talkee too muchee. He hear
trils at the same time, stranglmg him for the mo- about, and now maybe he shootee velly muchee
·
quickee."
ment.
"Misler Pedro allee samee takee seidlitz powBut the greaser had just enough drink in him
der so be," Hop remarked, smiling at the bar- to make him obstinate, and put him in an agtender. "Cu1'e him headache, maybe."
gressive mood at the same time. He pulled a gun
Pedro coughed and sputtered, and put the gla ss, and backed to the doorway of the rear room,
which ha:d emptied itself, upon the bar.
sta:r:iding there, while Hop slipped over and got
"Ha, ha, ha!" laughed the man in charge of the behm~ some of the cro"Yd.. The next minute Big
aloon. "That's what I call putty good. · What Benmng entered, brand1shmg a revolver and his
'
did you think was happenin', greaser? I reckon eyes blazing with anger.
"Where's the greaser galoot who says I robbed
you · thought one of them soda fountains up in
him last night an' got away with his horse?" he
Tucson must have busted under your nose."
"What da matter?" the greaser asked, looking demanded, looking about the -room, but not taking
particular notice of the man he was really after.
about in confusion and amazement.
"Me here," came from the doorway, and then
"I didn't see how it was done, but I know blame
well Hop done it," the bartender went on, laugh- Pedro's revolver cracked.
The bullet passed within a couple of inches of
ing louder than before.
Pedro wiped his face, and after giving his nose the giant's head, and caused him to leap back
a couple of blows, started for a chair. But Hop quickly. Up went his gun, however, and he
took him by the arm and led him back to the bar. quickly returned the shot. Pedro uttered .a sharp
"Lat allee light, Misler Pedro," he said per- cry of pain, and leaped into the rear room, at the
same time slamming the door. to. At this very
suasively. "You havee some more tanglefoot."
The Mexican looked at the bottle with sus- moment Young Wild West and his partners were
picion, but when he saw Hop take a drink, he r\.ding up the street leading the two horses they
ventured to pour out some of it in his glass. This had recovered at Benning's ranch. When they
time it was all right, and -he swallowed it quickly, heard the two shots they quickened their pace,
no doubt fearing that it would boil over before he and immediately after the second one was fired,
itot it down. The loud laughter of the bartender Wild leaped from the back of Spitfire and ran to
must have been hea r d bv some of those outside, the entrance of the saloon.
"What's the trouble here?" he called out sharpfor it was not long· before three of the hangers-on
appeared. Thev all grinned broadly when they ly, as he stopped and looked at Big Benning;
"Eh, what's that?" the big fellow shouted, as
saw Hop there, for it happened that they had
seen him befote and knew who and what he was. he turned and saw the boy standing there so
Pedro wa,; in a nrett.v {!"Oorl hnmor now. Rut whPn ~oollv.
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"Misler Wild," Hop called out, "lat allee samec to the r emarki:; that came to his ears, "step outBig Benning. He shootee um poor gleaser."
side and see if your horse is the.ce."
The big boss pointed his revolver in the direcPedro wa s so a stonished that at first he
tion the Chinaman's voice came fro!J!. As quick to make a move to do a s· the boy bade him. failed
But
as a flash Young Wild West leaped ·forward and he quickly recove1·ed himself, and then hurried
knocked the gun from Big Benning's hand. Mean- to the door.
while. Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart had hur"Dat my horse!" he cried excitedly. "Where
riedly hitched the horses outside, and they now you find him, Young Wild West?"
came in, each with a gun ready to shoot.
"Over a t th e 1·anch this fellow owns.
•
"I can't say that I ever saw you before, my white horse ·belon_gs to us. We found the That
two
. friend," the young deadshot said, in his cool and of them tied in a ramshackle old building
that
easy way, as he looked the big boss squarely in was ready to tumble down."
the face. "But I unde1:stand a greaser has ac"Men " Big Benning called out hoarsely, as "
cused you of robbing him of his money and he put himself in a dramatic attitude,
"are you
horse."
goin' to stand there an' hear me ~alled a horse
"Who in thunder are you?" demanded Ben- thief? What do I know about this
business? Jest
ning, who was now the picture of dismay and . 'cause that gre!lser says I 1·obbed him an' then
amazement.
stole his ho:tse, this boy here seems to believe it.
"It's Young Wild West," somebody called out. I kin prove that I ain't no horse thief,
"Better be mighty careful how you behave your- never went awav from town last night."an' that I
self now, Benning."
•
"Gentlemen," Wild spoke up,
a step toThen it was that the man's face turned as pale ward the group of men, some of taking
whom seemed inas death.
clined to be angry, "just listen a moment and I'll
"Hop," Wild called out, without taking his eyes tell you all about it."
from those of the villain, "go and fetch th e
Then he related how Arietta's horse had been
greaser here. Tell him I want him to come, and missing eal'ly that inorning, and how they
had
let him keep his gun.out of sight, too."
set out to find a clue concerning it. He told them
"Allee light, Misler Wild," and the Chinaman of the conversation with Pedro, the greaser, and
promptly pushed his way through the cr-0wd and then how they proceeded to the ranch six miles • .
went to the door of the back room. He opened it, out of town and found the two horses.
and found the Mexican crouching in a corner, his
"Boys," he said, in conclusion, "there's not
left arm bleeding profusely.
quite evidence enough to convict Big Benning.
Pedro was readv with his gun, however, and he But the hard, cold facts a:ve that what the greaser
came very near firing a shot as the Chinaman said led us to find the two horses. For my own
ente1·ed. ·But fortunately he saw who it was in part, I haven't the least doubt but that
Big Ben- ·
time.
ning is a scoundrel and a thief. But s ince both
"Young Wild West wantee you," Hop said, nod- horses have been recovered, I am willing to
ding toward the bar-room. "You puttee away you draw the charg,e I have made against him, withprogun, and comee velly muche~ quickee." . .
vided he pays the greaser the money he is acPedro hesitated a moment, and then nsmg to cused of stealing."
his feet, stepped cautiously to the ~oor. When
"If he was to do that he might jest as well say
he saw Big Benning standing nearly m the centre that he's what you call him, a common thief,"
of the room before the young deadshot, who was someone in the crowd called out.
holding a revolvtr pointed at the villain's breast,
''That's all right, too,''. and the young
the Merican dropped his gun back into the holster shot's eyes flashed. "I don't know whetherdeadyou
and stepped boldly into the room.
know me very well or not, and I dOll't care. But
"Here's your man, greasei.," Wild said smil- I am going to tell you one thing, and that is that
ingly. "Yo·u say he robbed you last night, so just this business has got to be settled my way. I
tell us how much monev he took from you."
say that if Big Benning pays the greaser a sum
"Me havee maybe two, three hundred dollars. s atisfactory to him, I'll let the matter drop.
If
Plenty bills," was tne reply.
he don't, I'll see to it that he is put in the lock"You don't know just how much you had, up in a hurry."
then?"
"You're too fresh, kid!" another man called out.
"No, me get verra drunk."
"You had better look out for yourself or the first
"All right. I 1·eckon that will be near enough. thing you know you'll come to a mighty
sudden
Now then, my friend, just hand over the money end."
.
you took from this fellow when he was helplessly
Jim Dart stepped over close to Charlie, his gun
drunk laat night."
pointed toward the crowd.
"Mel" cried Big Benning, affecting to be much
· "If any of you fellows think Young Wild
surprised. "You don't think I'm a thief, do you?" isn't right in what he's doing, just say so,"·west
"I don't think anything about it. I know Jt. said, in his quiet way. "I reckon we are Jim
not
You robbed this fellow when he was unable 'to strangers in T-ombstone, and there's not a man
help himself from the effects of strong drink. here who can s ay that we ever did anything
that
Then you went away with his horse. At the same was wrong. You have a sneaking
thief
time you took another horse with you. You stole 1·ight irt youi· bunch, and those of youhorse
who take
a ho1:se that belongs to us from the stable over up for him can't be a whole lot b&tter than
he is
at the hotel. You're a horse thief; Big Benning, Now then, what are you going to do?"
and you know it."
There was a short silence then, and Big BenA hoarse cry went up from the man's friends, ning stepped over to the bar, at the same time
for he had qu1te a few of them in the place. . / thrusting his hand in one of his t1·ousers pockets.
"Greaser," Wild said, not paying any attention Pulling out a 1·011 of bills, he counted out two
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hundred dollars, and passing it to the greaser,

declared, as he shook his head and walked back
to the building.
'
"There you are. It's mighty tough, but I'll
The horses were taken care of, and a few mingive you that much to call the thing square."
utes later Hop came back with the two that had
Pedro eagerly grabbed the bills, and nodded to b_een over at the blacksmith's, so they, too, were
show that he was satisfied. Then without an- tied in the proper places. Wild did not go back to
other word Big Benning strode from the place.
the saloon where the trouble had occurred. He
"Gentlemen, I reckon that will be about all," remained on the porch of the hotel until the bell
· Young Wild West said, in his cool and easy way, rang for dinner. Then he went in with the rest
and he promptly put his revolver back into the ~s .if nothing at all exciting_ had transpired, and
it is safe to say that he en.1oyed the fairly good
holster.
meal as well as anyone there. It was altogether
too "'.arm to think of going out right after din)
ner, so our friends sought the coolest place that
CHAPTER IV.-The Girls Enjoy a Ride.
was possible to find, and took things quietly
There was more than one sigh of relief when enough until the greater part of the afternoon
the men in the saloon saw the young deadshot passed. Wild asked the landlord if they could
have supper a. little early, and was promptly told
put away his gun.
"Come on, boys," the young deadshot said. that they could. The young deadshot had decided
"Arietta will be anxious to know about her horse, to take a ride out as far as the ranch and show
and when she finds that he has been recovered she the girls where the two stolen horses had been
found. Supper was eaten, and then the· horses
will certainly be delighted."
. Out the thr,ee went, the crowd following them, were quickly brought around and all hands
even to the bartender. The greaser came and mounted and rode off. As they neared the outtook charge of his horse, and there were several buildings of the ranch, Sam Benning and three
there who vouched for his ownership of the ani- of his cowboys suddenly made their appeamnce.
Thev were on foot, which- told that they must
•:mal. Many of them knew that the cream-white have
left the house by the rear. They appeared
broncho was the property of our friends, too, and
some of them wanted to hear the story told again very aggressive, however. and, bristling up, his
to how the two horses were found. But Wild eyes snapping furiously, Sam Benning ran up to
would have nothing more to say on the subject, the party just as they came to a halt, and said:
"What are you doing here now, kid? Come to
and, mounting S-pitfire, he rode on up to the hotel,
which was but a short distance away, leading the look for anv more stolen horses?"
white broncho. As they came to a halt before the
"No," was the reply. "I just wanted to bring
hotel, Arietta came running out upon the porch, the owner of the horse around to show he1· where
I found him. Everything is all right now, Sam.
followed by Anna and Eloise.
"Oh, Wild!" the girl exclaimed d ightedly. Have you heard from your br~er?"
"So you found Snowflake, eh?"
"No, I hain't heard from my brother."
"You see I did, Et," was the reply. "We didn't
"You haven't, eh? Well, I don't mind telling
bave an awful.lot of trouble in doing it, either."
you that he narrowly missed being put in the
"What's this I hear about a horse thief doin' lock-up."
business in town last night?" the proprieton. of
"What's that you're tellin' me?" and the ranchthe hotel asked, as he came to the spot, looking man paled slightly.
somewhat puzzled.
,
"Nothing but the truth, -Sam
The
"Why, don't you know that one of our horses other horse we found here belongedBenning.
to the greas.!r
was stolen during the night?" Wild asked smil- I was telling you about. Your brother
was glad
• ly.
•
.
enough to pay the greaser two
dollars
"Not a word of it. I jest heard my hostler to make up for the sum of moneyhundred
was taken
sayin' somethin' that sounded queer. For half an from the fellow. He did :that tothat
himself
hour there's been talk goin' around about a from being put in the lock-up. I'm save
going to
.,-easer losin' his horse, an' that Big Benning, the ask you anything about it, for Inotknow
you
boss over at the smelter. stole it. The hostler wouldn't tell the truth, anyhow. ·But I don't mind
jest told me a minute or two ago that you said saying that I feel perfectly sure that your brother
somethin' about one of your horses bein' stole, but brought the two horses over here lait night and
when you come to think of it, it wasn't so. Now put them iR that old barn."
then, ·somebody else says that you did have a
"I'll bet you wouldn't dare to tell him so to his
11.orse stole from here, an' that you went somefaoe."
where out of town an' found it."
"Ha. ha, ha!" Wild laughed lightly. "Why, I
"The last is perfectly true. Somebody stole
that white broncho during the nigh.t and took him did tell him that. It was I who made him fork
to a ranch that's owned by Big Benning about six over the two hundred dollars. He ha;, a lot of
miles out of town. The same fellow took the friends in Tombstone, too, but that made no dif,rreaser's after robbing the fellow of what money ference."
The ranchman said something in a low tone of
be had. We found the two horses together, and
Sam Benning, a brother of the big fellow at the voice to the cowboys, who shook their heads and
smelter, denied all knowledge of their being there. showed that they were rather angry. But neither
'iliit it's all right, boss. Big Benning paid the of them offered to make a demonstration against
g:reaser two hundred dollars to keep me from hav- the visitors, and soon they turned and walked
lnK him locked up. I feel pretty sure that he's the away, leaving Sam Benning standing there.
thief. But I'm" willinu;_. to let the matter drop,
"I reckon we won't bother you any further,
aince the sn-easer is satisfied."
Sam," Wild said, after the girls had looked all
"A funny piece of business," the hotel keeper they cared to at the place where the horses had
said:

I
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been hidden. "We'll go on back, for we want to had s uccessfullv put down an up1·1srng when a
bunch of th e common laborers went on strike, he
get to the' hotel before it get <;!-ark."
"Go on, then ," the rascally fellow snapped, and, facing th em alone, a revolver in his hand and beturning on his heel, he strode huniedly back to ing shot at twice, the superintendent and management decided that he wa,; a man worth havthe house.
'
.
Our friends then turned their horses and rode ing. Strange as it may seem, the very ones he
away at a canter, followi;ng the trail back to had subdued soon· became his willing tools.
But Big Benning certainly was not making
Tombstone. They had not gone more than a
couple of miles when ·they heard the clatter · of enough from his salary to enable him to live the
hoofs quite a distance behind them, and looking wav he wanted to; hence he had put his brother
over their shoulders they saw Sam Benning -and upon the ranch which he bought for a nominal
sum, and every now and then he would see to it
the cowboys following them.
"I thought they would come along," Wild said, that cattl,e and horses were added to the stock.
nodding his heitd and smiling. "I really believe He had those in his power who would do his bidthat Benning told the truth when he said he had ding, of course_, and when he suggested that a
not heard anythrng of his brother during the day. couple of horses were needed, they could go and
Th,ey are anxious to find out what happened . It's steal them. Sometimes he did this trick himself,
all right, so long as they don't interfere with us. and certainly Young Wild West had made no misWe'll take it along a little easy, and see if they take in accusing him of stealing Arietta's horse,
and also Pedro's, the Mexican. After having
try to overtake us."
.
So they rode on at a slow pace for nearly a been humiliated and almost forced to go to prison
couple of miles, iand the ranchman and his cow- by Young Wild West, Big Benning was in an
boys did not get any nearer to them, showing ugly mood. When he left the saloon he made
plainly that thev were not anxious to overtake straight for the · rather miserable shack .he occuthem. · They reached the hotel just a s it was get- pied within a short dis tance of the place he
ting real dark. and when the horses had been put worked at. He was followed by several of his
away, Wild nodded to his partners and said:
faithful m en, those he could depend upon to do
"Now then, boys, we'll take a walk over to that anything he said or suggested. But the giant
saloon and see how the greaser has been making boss of the smelter did not even look behind him,
out. I reckon the girls will find enough to do to though it is possible. that he must hav,e known~·
they were following him.
keep them awake until it's bedtime."
"Be careful, Wild," Arietta advised, shaking
Not until he reached his shanty did he turn
her head. "From what little I have heard you hi s head. Then when he counted seven and r echave made a dangerous·- enemy. The proprietor's ognized them all, he gave a nod of satisfaction
wife told me before supper that Big Benning was and went inside, leaving the doo1, wide open. The
quite a noted character here, and that he had a first thing the man did was to regale himself
great many friends."
from. a de~ iohn which h e took from a shelf in the
"I won't bother with Big Benning if he doesn't room. Having done this, h e light.ed his pipe, and
interfere with me, Et," wa s the _smiling reply. then sat down before a little square table, spread"W,e are going over to see what has become of the ing out hi s feet and leaning back in the chair.
foolish greaser. Probably we'll find Hop at the , Slowly his eyes turned until he was looking
thrOilgh the doorway. He could hear the low
saloon, too."
.
The three walked leisurely to the saloon, pass- voices of his men outside, but he knew they wou)d
ing a couple of others on the way. As they en
not enter unless he bade them to do so. A petered the place where the trouble had. occurred, culia1' smile came over his face a s he realized the
they heard Hop's voice raised in song along with power he possessed over certain ones, even though
two or three others. It was a funny sight that he had been most bitterly crushed by Young Wild
met their gaze. Hop was holding hands with two Wn~
~
half-drunken miners and going around Pedro,
"Come in, boys," he called out suddenly.
the greaser, who stood in the centre of the ring,
Instantly there was the sound of footsteps, and
looking as solemn as an owl and doing his best then th e seven men came in, walking in single file.
to keep from falling down.
•
"Well, boys, I s'pose you think that somethin'
"Hip hi, hoolay !" the clever Chinee called out, real bad has happened right here in Tombstone,
when he saw the three come in. "Young "Wild don't you?" the big· ruffian remarked, as he took
W,est allee samee comee. Now len, evelybody the pipe from his mouth and turned his gaze todancee."
ward the ceiling.
"We knowed you wouldn't stand for it very
long, Ben," one of them ventured, with a shrug
of the shoulders.
CHAPTER V.-Big Benning Makes His
"Ha, ha! Stand for sich a thing a s that! Well,
Preparations.
I reckon not. Boys, I ain't got the least doubt
It has been hinted that Big Benning, the fore- but · that I could p;o rig·ht back there an' shoot
man at the smelting plant, possessed a power over Young Wild West in no time. But I don't wa1_1t
a number of the men working in and about to do that. That wouldn't suit me at all. I've
Tombstone. This has not been exaggerated one been figurin' out since I started from the saloon,
bit, for though the big villain had been with th e thinking all the way to my shanty, an' still doin'
a little more thinkin' after I got here. Do you
company but a short time, he had managed to
assert his authority in more ways than one. Th e know what I'm goin' to do?"
No one ventured to a sk him, but waited for
main reason probably ·was that he was of an aggressive nature. yet rather kind to those he liked . him to come out with it. •
"I'll telf you," he went on , shaking his head,
When it came to fi.11:hting, Big Benning wa~ right
there. He seemed to know no fear, and after he while his eyes blazed like those of a demon. "I'm
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goin' to give him the death dip. You aH know
wnat that is. You know what happened to th~
greaser what set fire to his own shanty an
burned up his wife, don't you?"
"Yes''. came the reply from nearly all of them.
"He 'was chucked fight into the jaws of the
blazin' fm·nace, where there was a white h«:at,
an' no one ever knowed what become of him.
Ain't that right, boys?"
''Yes, yes," came t41e rep!~. .
.
. ,
''Saved the trouble of havm' a trial or anythm
like that. No one seemed to care what be~ome of
the greaser either. There wasn't even his bones
., left for the;,, crumbled into ashes in no time. The
heat we use to melt up the ore is somethin' fierce,
an' you fellers know that as well as I do. Now
then, I've made up my mind that Yoll;1g Wild
West has got to die that very way. He s got to
take the death dip. You pick him up, swing him
back an' forth two or three times, an' then in he
goes. Quite a dip, boys. Ha, ha, ha!"
.
The villain at the head of the table smoked his
pipe in silence for fully two or three minutes.
Then he arose, and Knocking the ashes from the
pipe, put it away and promptly started for the
door.
"Come on." he said. "I've been <loin' some more
thinkin'. Maybe we kin make this a real sensational thing·. I sorter think we kin. There a in't
nothin' like bein' original in <loin' things. I'm in
1 charge· of. the furace, so I oughter be able
to close it up jest the way I want to."
·
The men foilowed him from the shanty up a
short hill, and then down into the hollow where
the building that contained. the furnace was ~ocated. The big ore crusher was at the left, while
to the right was a derrick which unloaded the
stuff from the little cars that ran up and down
the hill to and from the very door of the furnace.
Here were the big smelting pots that so Mten
bubbled and seethed with the molten metal as it
was being refined. A few men were working about
the"'place, but Big Benning was the head boss, so
what he did went unnoticed by them.
"See this little track?" the big villain said, ati
he pointed to the two rails that 1·an down almost
to the door ·of the furnace. "Well, I'm goin' to
.
to it that Young· Wild West is put in the car
an' sent whizzin' down the hill. There's got to
be about ten feet more of the track laid, an' I'll
have that laid right to the open door of the furnace. I want a mighty good fire goin' at the
time, too, boys."
•
He paused and looked at them with a sort ~f
Satanic triumph.
"After we've put him in the car we'll start him
down the grade. The car will fetch up with a
bang 1·ight at the do~r of t~e ~urnac~, an' then
Young Wild West will be ms1de quicker than
lightnin'. I'll be right there, an' with my own
hands I'll shut the door of the furnace. That
will be an end to him, boys. Who says Big Benning won't have revenge?"
Then the villain coollv set the seven men at
work laying ties and rails so the track might be
extended as he had said.
~ow a1·e you goin' to git him, Ben?" one _of
them asked, as if it had just occurre_d to him
that there might be some trouble about 1t.
"I don't know yet. But I'm goin' to git him,
never fear. Young Wild West is goin' to take
the death dip, an' that's all there is to it. I'm
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nmnin' things here, an' even if I have to hol!i up
the work a few hours, I'm goin' to have my revenge in the way I've figured it out."
But after he made this boast, Big Bennjng
slowly began to think that it was not going to be
such an easy thing, after all. Ttie superintendent came around toward-the close fo tlte day, and
noticed the addition to the track. Be called the
attention of one of the workmen to it, and when
told that Big Be;nning had ordered it, he decided
that probably the man knew what he was doing,
so he went on his way and let the matter drop
from his mind, When · night came the big villain
resolved to go and look for the opportunity to
catch the young deadshot nappin_g, so ~e might_ be .
hurried off to take the death dlJ). Big Benmng
proceeded leisurelv in t~e di~·ection of the h~tel
Young Wild West and his friends were stoppmg
at. It happened that he was just in time to see
Wild and his partners leave the hotel and proceed to the saloon. He quickly drew out of sight
behind the corner of the building and watched
. them as .thev entered.
Then he hurried to another saloon and found
thr.ee of his men. With the two he had with him
at the time this made six of them all told, and he
figured that this number ought to be quite large
enough to do the kidnaping, for he was bound to
take the boy alive, anci not injure him any ~ e
than possibie, so the death d~p would come while
the victim had his full faculties. He held a short
consultation with the five men, and then it was
decided that they would go into the sa~oon and
wait for the chance to capture Young Wild West.
Of course they must not do it there. It must be
done so no one was aware of it. Big Benning
and his five men entered the saloon shortly after
Wild and his partners came in. Hop Wah was
still cutting up his antics, though the dance had
ceased. Wild, Charlie and Jim did not fail _to
notice the big boss of the smelter as he came m,
and, of course, they were on their guar_d. All
three felt certain that he would be look1ag for
revenge, so they must keep their eyes operP!' Big
Benning was greeted by a number of those present in a way that told plainly they still regarded
him as being all right.
"Where's that greaser?" the villain asked,
walking up to the bar.
"Sound asleep in the back room, Benning," was
the reply. "Hfs sartinly been makin' that
money fly."
"Ail right. I s'pose the quicker he gits rid of
it the better it will be. I don't care. nothin' about
that two hundred dollars, boys," and he waved
his hand as if addressing them all. "For my
part, I don't care nothin' about anything what
happened. You all know that I'm putty straight,
an' that I'm white through an' through, an' that
settles it. All them what calls themselves my
friends come up an' have a drink."
Over half the men present, and there was quite
a crowd, too, responded to the invitation. The
drinks we.re served and Benning paid for them,
and then he coolly walked over and sat down right
close to the Chinaman and within a few feet of
our th1·ee friends.
"That measly coyote has got lots of nerve,
Wild," Cheyenne Charlie whispered, in the young
deadshot's ear. "I reckon he'.s gittin' reaqy ta
make more trouble."
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"Let him go ahead, Charlie," was the cool and
easy reply. "So long as he ' don't try anything,
I'm sure I will not."
"Still holdin' a grudge, eh, Young Wild West?"
Big Benning said suddenly, as ·he looked up at
the face of the boy, who was standing so calmly
near the door.
"I don't know as I have any grudge to hold,"
was the reply. "What are you driving at?"
"Oh, you wouldn't drink jest now when I give
ou~ the invitation."
'You invited all those who claimed to be your
friends to drink. I didn't think I , was in that
class. Certainly you are no friend of mine, and
I couldn't be one to you."
"Oh, you couldn't, eh? All right. We won't
say no more about it, then.
Only," and he
thought for a moment, "you mustn't thil\k that I
care about what you done her,e today."
"I am not thinking about it at all, Big Benning. It's you who are doing the thinking, or you
wouldn't say anything about it."
"Huh! All right, Young Wild West. You
have g·ot the name of bein' the Champion Deadshot, an' all that, but that don't say that you're
goin' to come to Tombstone an' 1·un things here."
"I don't want to 1·un things here, though I will
say that I suppose it was born in me to always
sticlt up for what I thought was right. As f.ar as
the stealing of the horses and the robbing of the
Mexican is concerned. I am ,villing to let that
drop. We got our horse back, and the Mexican
got his. Then you paid him two _hundred dollars
to settle the rest of it. The mattel' is closed, I
~ould say."
"Closed. she is, then. But s'pose we have a
drink now?"
"I never drink anything strong, and I don't
care for anything else just now?"
"Never drink anything strong, eh?"
Big Benning was actually sui·prised.
"No. I never tasted whisky in my life."
"Well, that's sui·prisin'. I've seen the time
when :Iii make a feller take a taste of it after
tellin' me that. But of course I ain't goin' to try
it on you. You're the Champion Deadshot, an'
most likely you would put a bullet· through me if
I was to git nasty."
"Most likely," and Wild smiled in his cool and
easv way.
,
"Well, if you won't drink with me, maybe you'll
play cards."
"I don't care to play cards just now. The -fact
is, we are going back to the hotel pretty soon."
"Won't play-cards, eh? Maybe y6u don't know
how to play poker."
"Oh, yes, I know how to play about every game
going. But I'm not much of a gambler."
"Me play dlaw pokee," Hop spoke up, eager
for the opportunity.
"No, you won't, Hop!" \¥ild exclaimed. "You
just keep out of it. Take my advice and go back
to the hotel. You have been having altogether
too much of a time of it today, anyhow."
"Go on, heathen I" cried Big Benning snee1·ingly. "The boss deadshot is tellin' you, an' I
reckon eve1·ybody has got to do as he says:''
There was no question but that the big ruffian was trying his best to get Wild angry. But
the boy remained perfectly cool, well satisfied
with what he had alreadv accomplished, and not
wishing to get into a fight. Cheyenne Charlie-,
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however, was just itching for it, and Wild knew
it. Dart kept quite cool, for he had a way · of
taking in all that happened and remaining silent.
"Come on, boys, I reckon we'll go back," Wild
said, after a short silence, during which time
the eyes of everyone in the place had been directed toward them.
"Won't drink an' won't play ca1·ds !" sneered
Big Benning, shaking his head as if he was trying
to make out he -was disappointed. "Say," and he
suddenly arose to his feet, "how about a little
shootin' match, then?"
"I'm right with you at tliat kind of a game,"
came the quick reply, and instantly a gun showed
in the hand of the young deadshot.
A hoarse murmur of admiration and surprise
went up from several of those in the · room, for
the boy's action had been so sudden and dramatic
that they could hardly believe their own eyel:'.
"Hold on, Young Wild West!" Big Benning
called out, showing just a tinge of fear. "I didn't
mean that· we was goin' to shoot each other. I
meant shootin' at a target."
"All right. Any kind of shooting at all," and
the boy folded his arms, permitting the revolver
to point toward the floor.

CHAPTER Vl.-'-Wild Shows Benning How to"Shoot.
"Some fellers can't shoot very good by lamplight," Big- Benning. observed, as he glanced at
the burning oil lamps .that infused light into the
bar-room of the saloon.
"Maybe not," the young deadshot answered, in
his cool and easy way. "But it really makes no
differe,nce to me what kind of a light there is, so
long as there's something to shoot ·at. I once
took a shot in the dark, and it resulted in finding
a big- pile of g-old. But I reckon there's eno~h
light right in here if the target isn't too far
away."
'
"Gentlemen," spoke up the owner of the saloon
persuasively, "don't do any shootin' in here,
please. Now an' then it happens, I know, but
what's the use of doin' it jest for fun? I'm sartin-.,
you kin g-o out behind the buildin' an' put up
a couple of lights if you want to shoot at a
mark."
"We'll shoot right here," Big Benning cried
angrily. "You know blame well that if I do any
dalJ'lage I'll pay for it."
·
"Yes, I know that, Benning. But what's the
good of doin' damage when there ain't no use in
it?"
'
"There's some use in this. This kid is called
the Champion Deadshot of the West. Everyone
what knows me must feel putty sartin that I'm
somewhat of a dead shot myself. I've showed it
to you all quite a few times. I kin hit a fly on
the wall at ten paces in the .daylight."
"Kin you hit a fly on the wing?" Cheyenne
Charlie asked, for he was unaable to keep quiet
any longer.
"That's a fool ques.tion," Big Benning snapped,.,
"No, it ain't. If you kin hit a fly on the waH,
you sartinlv kin hit one on the wing. The bullet is bigger than the whole fly, ain't it? An' I
reckon both wings would be hit, let alone one of
'em.n
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· A titter went up at thi_s, and the scout grinned to let the bet go at that, and I'm sure Cheyenne
broadly at his .own joke.
Charlie is."
"Mighty smart, ain't you?" Benning declared.
"You kin bet your life I am," the scout declarnd ..
"Misler Charlie alle samee velly smartte Meli- "It ain't sayin' exactly as to who's the best shot.
can man. Me allee samee velly smartee Chinee," Maybe one of you will hit the halter, so it won't
Hop Wah spoke up, and then he tripped lightly make no difference which com·e s the nearest in
about, causing more laughter.
that case. But if you don't hit it, an' Wild does,
"Say, heathen, don 't get so fresh. The first I win the bet.
thing you know me an' .Young Wild _West will be
All interested nodded to this, so Big Benning
takin' you for a target. We'll try and see who ,took-a step closer to the picture, and then, throwing up his revolver, slowly permitted it to descend
kin drop you first."
"Lat allee light. You no shootee me," Hop until it was on a line with the target.
declared. "Me allee samee deadshot, too, so be."
Crack! The sharp report rang out, and the
Then he pulled from under the loose jacket he eyes of all saw that the bullet struck within a
wore the big, old-fashioned six-shooter he always quarter of an inch of the halter, just below the
carried, and stood so the muzzle was pointed di- jaws of .the hol'se.
rectly at Benning's breast.
"Well, you didn't hit it! Cheyenne Charlie ex"Put that old thing away," the villain said, claimed, gleefully, at the same time keeping a
waving his hand and shaking his head disgustedly. sharp watch upon the man.
Both he and Jim were· ready to pull their guns
That's out of date. My father had one of them
thin·gs away back in 1855. This is the kind of at an instant's notice, and they did not mean to
let the villain get the least advantage in case he
a gun you want now, heathen."
Then he showed the long-barreled Smith & Wes- started to make trouble.
There was just the vesti~e of a smile on the
son he carried, exhibiting it with no little pride.
"Something like mine," Wild said, in his cool handsome face of Young Wild West as he threw
and easy way, as he pulled it out so all might up his gun and stepped out with his right foot.
Down came the weapon quickly, and then the boy
see it.
"Jest about the same. Yours is a forty-four, pulled the trigger.
Crack! The halter in the picture was cut
n' so is mine. But that ain't the thing. We
don't care what kind of guns we've got. We're squarely iri two, showing it to be a perfect shot.
going to have that little shootin' match. I want Cries of admiration went up, and Big Benning
scowled fiercely and dropped into a chair.
to see ii you're any better shot than I am."
"Boss, I reckon I win that money, don't I?
Wild looked about the room. Close to a bracket
lamp at the opposite wall was the illustrated ad- Cheyenne Charlie said, turning to the proprietor
vertisement of a patent medicine. The light fell of the place.
"I reckon you do," was the reply. "There ain't
full upon the picture, which was that of a rather
gorgeously dressed y9ung lady holding a spirited no gittin' out of it. Here you are."
The money was passed over to the scout
horse hr, a halter. The halter was defined so well
that Wild knew it would make a good target at p~omptly, Big Benning looking on in anger and
dismay.
a short distance.
·
"Putty smart at the shootin' garr.e, Young Wild
'"There you are, Mr. Benning," he said, suddenly
pointing to the picture. "See if you can cut that West," he said, as he looked at his revolver. "I
halter so the horse will run away from the girl." did allow that I could shoot as good as you kin,
''I might cut" the picture of the halter, but I but maybe I can't."
"You didn't quite do it at that time" the boy
don't believe the horse would run away," came the
'
._. ply, with a shrug of the shoulders. "But it's answered, smilingly.
"No, but I reckon if it come to quick shootin'
a putty fine shot, too. Kin you do it?"
"I don't know yet. I haven't tried. I am only I '.d give it to you, all right. Mayoe some tim~
I'll show you just how quick I kin shoot."
suggesting it to you."
.
"See here,"
l the eyes of the young dead"All right. I'm dead game, an' I always was
an' always will be. I'll bet fifty dollars that if shot flashed as he leaned slightly toward the
I don't cut that halter on the picture with a bullet, speaker, "I take that to be a threat. Now then
Big Benning, if you want to show me how quickly
you won't."
.
"I'll take the bet/' came from Cheyenne Charlie, you can shoot, do it right away. You have your
quickly, and almost before the villain knew it he gun in your hand and mine is in the holster. Go
was flashing the money before his eyes. There ahead."
The villain glanced first at Charlie and then at
was no backing out, even if he had been inclined
to do so, so Big Benning quickly put up the money, Jim. Both were ready to shoot, as he could see.
. "Talking mighty sma1·t now," he said sneerthe proprieto1· of the place being stakeholder.
"See here," the latt~r said, shaking a .finger ingly. "There's your two pards standin' there
warningly at Big Benning. "This ain't goin' to ready to plug me the minute I touch a gun."
"Boys, put your guns away," the young deadbe no bust-up or anythin' like that. You're each
shot said, without taking his eyes from the man's
goin' to take a shot, an' that's all."
"One shot is quite enough for me," Wild de- face.
Almost instantly Charlie and Jim dropped their
1:rred.
·
"All right, it will do for me, too, then. Now revolvers into the holsters.
"Does that suit you ? " the young dead shot went
unrlerstand me. The bet is that if I don't hit
that halter, Young Wild West won't. That ain't on, in his cool and easy way. "Now is your
sayin' which of us is the best shot, or anything chance. Just try it."
like that."
But Big Benning was not going to try it, just
"That's all right," Wild retorted. "I'm satisfied the same. Probably he figured that if he were
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quick enough to shoot the boy, h,is two partners
would respond instantly by shooting him.
"Ha ha, ha!"
Wild laughed lightly and, turning on his heel,
walked toward the back room. Charlie and Jim
quickly drew their revolvers again.
"Pshaw!'' exclaimed Big Benning, shrugging
his shoulders. "This is what I call a lot of humbug. I'm done with it. I ain't afraid to own that
there's somebody as kin beat me with a gun.
Young Wild West, I'm willin' to treat you an'
your pards to the best what's in the house. ·
"No thank you," was the reply, and then Wild
entered the room he had been heading for and
found Pedro, the greaser, lying half across ·a
.
•
table sound asleep.
He seized the fellow by the arm and gave him
a good shake.
"Wake up, greaser!" he cried. "This is no place
for you. I think you told me you were going to
keep straight today."
"What da matter?" exclaimed Pedro, raising
his head and making a grab for his ~un.
But when he saw it was Young Wild West, a
smile instantl-Y shone upon his face.
"Drink a little too much whisky," he said, shaking his head. "You bring my horse back and
make da man give me da money. Me feel verry
. •
good. Have a big time."
"Where do you live?" Wild said, lowering his
voice so no one in the bar-room might hear him.
"Five. miles out on da road to da south."
"All right. You· go and find your horse and
be off at onee. I want you to go home. Now do
as I say."
"Me do as _you say, seno1·. You verra great
boy."
"Go on, then. You shall have nothing more to
drink tonight, not here, anyhow."
The Mexican got up, and, steadying himself,
started for the door that opened outside. Reachin~ it, he turned with a nod of his head, and
said:
"Me thank you, senor. Me no forget you."
Then he went on out, and Wild returned to
the bar-room.
"Well, boys," he said, nodding to his two partners, "I reckon we may as well go back to the
hotel. It seems that Big Benwg is satisfied, so
I reckon we ought to be. You c!"ome, too, Hop."
"All~e light, Misler Wild," the Chinaman respbnded, when he saw that Charlie and Jim nodded to show their willingness to leave.
Wild passed on out, and waiting until Hop }).ad
followed him, the scout and Jim walked backward,
all the while watching Big Benning and the men
they knew to be his friends. But not the least
move was made to touch a gun by any of them,
so the four quickly made their way to the hotel,
where they found the girls waiting for them
rather anxiously.
Arietta wanted to know all about what had
happened since ther, left, so Wild related it in as
few words as possible, making very light of the
clever shot he had made in the saloon. But they
all knew pretty well that he was capable of doing
wonderful shooting, so really they did not marvel
at it. It was expected that Young Wild West
should beat anyone else at shooting at a mal'k.
There was lots going on in the town, but it
was not the sort of sport that our friends cared

a lot _for. Tl'l,le, there might have been lots of
excitement fo_r them if they had visited some of
the saloons where the toughest sort of men to
be found anywhere in the West were wont to congregate. Satisfied that Big Benning was enough
to attend to at one time, they were willing to
wait for further developments. Not being in any
particular hurry to leave Tombstone, they would
wait until the thing was settled.
Wild made this remark as they were parting
with the girls for the night to go to their respective rooms. The next morning the young dead- ,
shot and his partners arose very early, as usual.
After enjoying the comforts of plenty of cold
water, soap, towels, etc., the three made their way
into the barroom of the hostelry. Three or four
of the early birds, as they were called ~ the
bartender, were already on hand, W{liting for
someone to invite them to a morning bracer.
Wild and his partners did not know them all, but
they had seen a couple of them before, so they
returned the polite salute they received upon
entering.
"You oug·hter have. heard how Big Benning went
on afte1· you went out last night, Young Wild
West," one of them said. "He swore till the air
was blue, an' he said he's goin' to git you afore
sunset. I don't mind tellin' you this, so you k!!I.,
sorte1· be on the watch for him. He's a migh1:
bad man, though, of course, I wouldn't want him
· to hear that I said so. I was workin' in his gang
about a week ago, but he fired me jest f<N nothin',
an' since that time I've had to sorter keep shy
of him."
"What is your name, my friend?" Wild asked,
•
looking at him sharply.
"Biummer is my name--Jim Blumme1·. I was
born in Texas, an' I ain't ashamed to own it."
"You shouldn't be, I'm sure. But there's one
thing you ought to be ashamed of, and I don't
mind telling you what it is."
"I know what you're goin' to say," and the man
hung his head. "I'm a common drunkard. · Of
course I'm ashamed of it, but I can't help it."
"You can help it. Here you are standing
around waiting for somebody to treat you to "'
drink of whisky. Am I right or wrong?"
"You're right, Young Wild West. I feel as if
I must have it, an' if I can't git it no other way,
I've got to wait until somebody gives it to me. I
ain't got a cent of money to my name."
"It's the same with the rest of you fellows,"
and the- boy turned to the others, all of whom
hung their heads and look~d .sheepish. "You
ought to all be ashamed of yourselves. I never
drank anything strong myself, nor I never intend
to. But that don't say that I'm going to tell
others what they shall do about it. But I do think
that if a man wants to take a drink of liquor now
and then he has a perf,l'!ct right to do so. But
when it comes to the stage that he feels as if he
can't get along without it, it's time to quit. Now
I'll tell you what I'll do with you fellows. I'll
make a proposition to you. I'll buy you' all ~
drink of liquor now if you'll promise me you won't
take anotner the whole day, and will start out
within half an hour from now and look for a
job."
The men looked at each other, showing wonder
as well as surprise. No doubt it had never been
put to them in that way before, and it cut deep~y.
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"What do you say, boys?" Jim Blummer asked,
after a short silence. "There's one thing about
it, if we make the promise we've got to stick to
it. Now, then, are we going to take the drink
an' do as Young Wild West says, or are we goin'
to tell him right out plain that we know we can't
switch off from liquor?"
"I'll take the drink an' promise to do my level
best," one of them ventured.
"That ain't sayin' it jest right," and Blummer
straightened up more than he had been before,
while a gleam showed in his eyes which meant
that there was a battle raging within him between
right and wrong.
"I'll take up the proposition," one of the others
exclaimed, stepping to the bar. "If I find I can't
keep the promise, I'll jest blow my brains out
an' that will settle the whole thing."
"See here, my friend," Wild said, stepping over
and laying a hand on his shoulder. "That is no
,~ay to talk. I'm willing to accept your promise
that you'll try. There are four of you here, and
perhaps one or two of you may be able to keep
the promise and become useful men. I'll take the
chances on it that they will. Now then, call for
what you like."
"Whisky straight is mine," came from the man
who declared he would promise to make the try .
All but Blummer declared that they would take
the same. He shook his head and, turning to the
young deadshot, said:
·
"Young Wild West, I reckon if I kin git along
the rest of my life without takin' any whisky
after havin' one now, I don't need the one now.
I'll promise you that I won't never touch a drop
of it ag'in, an' jest as soon as I've cleaned myself
up a little I'll go an' look for a job. I know
ttiere's one to be found. It ain't the fault of no
one else that I ain't been workin' lately. You
have got my word on it, an' if you see me
breakin' the promise, jest plug me with a bullet,
that's all."
The tone of the man's voice was one of deep
sincerity, and Wild promptly put his hand in his
ocket and drew forth a gold coin.
"Here you are, Jim Blummer. I believe you
mean what you say. Now then, you need a shirt
and a pair of shoes. Go and buy them."
Blummer took the money in a hesitating sort
of way.
"Thank you, thank you," he called· out, the tears
showing in his eyes. "I'll return this some time,
see if I don't. I'll put away ten dollars jest as
soon as I kin an' wait for you to show up in
Tombstone ag1in. Then I'll come an' hand it to
you."
·
"I don't want you to do that Blummer. Go ahead
and do your level best to keep your promise."
The man turned to the door, but Wild called
him back and presente.d him with a half-dozen
cigars, which he bou~ht from the man behind
the bar. Then .he paid the bill, and all four of
them went out.
~
"Tnat's chuckin' ten dollars away, \Vild," the
s·cout declared, shaking his heacl and smiling
grimly. "That feller means all right, but he can't
keep that promise."
"You don't know about that, Charlie. Probably some time later on we'll find out whether
he does or not."
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CHAPTER VII.-Wild and His Partners Are
Caught.
Our friends found their horses all right this
morning, and right after breakfast the girls were
ready to take an early morning rid~. They all
mounted, and taking the trail that led southward,
rode on until they saw a couple of shanties built
half of adobe brick and half of wood. -One of
them had quite a garden patch to it, since the
soil at that particular point seemed to be pretty
fertile. It occurred to Wild that Pedro, the
greaser, had said he lived somewhere in that
direction, so he decided to inquire about him.
Much to his satisfaction the greaser came to the
door himself as they rode up to the shack. The
man's face fairly b_eamed with delight when he
recognized the young deadshot and his partners.
"Good-morning, senors," he called ·out, and then
he took off his hat and bowed profusely to the
girls.
"Is this your place~ Pedro?" Wild asked, as he
looked about.
"Yes, senor," was the reply. "Me make plenty
garden and raise verra much chicken. Me got
pigs, too."
"Have you a family?"
"Me got a wife and seven children .. ,
"And do tney all live in that litt house?"
Anna a sked, looking amazed.
"Every one," Pedro retorted, proudly. "You
want to see?"
"Yes, let us see them."
The greaser turned to the door
cl called 0ut
for those inside to make their appearance, and
then out came the children, who were of all sizes,
ranging from a baby that could just walk, to a
tall girl wearing a very ragged dress, who must
have been all of eighteen.
·
The mother was a young-looking woman, and
might have been quite presentable had she worn
decent clothing. She was very bashful, and could
speak little or no English. But the children
seemed to understand that language pretty well,
and when our friends tossed them some nickels
they scrambled for them eagerly. They had
quite a little amusement in this way, and it must
have been that they gave the children fully five
dollars. But they all felt that it was well-spent,
ancl after bidding Pedro and his family goodmorning, rode a little further on, and then took
a turn that would bring them back to the town.
They had to pass an ore crusher on the vfQy, and
as they were riding along close to it a man
shouted to them from among the group of workmen.
"Great gimlets!" Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed,
as he reined in his horse, "if there ain't that galoot
what promised he wasn't goin' to drink no more,
I'll never take another chaw of tobacker. Must
have struck a job right away, Wild."
"Right you are, Charlie; that's Jim Blummer,
a1l right."
Wild picked out the man he took to be the boss,
and riding up to him, he bade him a pleasant
good-morning. The man returned the salutation
pleasantly, and then looked at the party questioningly.
"I see you have a new man working for you
this morning," Wild said, pointing toward Blummer,
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"Yes. , I happened to need a few hands this
morning, and when he came around and told me
he had quit drinking, I put hini to work right
away. But stay, maybe you're the fellow he
gave the J?romise to. Are you Young Wild West?"
"Yes, sir, that's who I am. So Blummer told
you that, eh?"
· "Yes, and I honestly think by the way he talks
that he means to keep his promise. Of course,
he isn't feeling right just yet, and I ain't going
to be hard on him, till he gets all right. He's
got an easy job. All he's got to do is to attend
to that guy-rope up there, and see . to it that
the stuff is loaded on the cars."
Blummer had no chance to leave his work, but
he waved his hand and called out how thankful
he was for having made the promise.
Our friends rode on back, and putting their
horses away, took their places on the shady porch,
prepared to take things easy until something
turned up.
Noon came, and just as they were going int
the dining-room in answer-to the bell for dinner,
a number of WQ.rkmen passed. Among them was
Blummer, and he stopped long enough to tell
Wild that he was f~ling unsteady., but he was
not going to take a drink no matter how it went.
"I only hope I'll be able to do / somethin' for
you some time," he declared, as he was passing
on. "
goin' to be on the lookout for it all
the time, Young Wild West."
•
"All right, Jim. You just stick to your promise,
and in a couple of weeks you'll find out what 1 a
different nwi you are. Then some time you can
go back to "Texas and surprise them all."
"That's what I'm goin' to do as soon as I get
money enough."
The reformation of Jim Blummer got spread
around the saloons pretty well, and that afternoon Big Benning heard of it. Of course, he knew
Blummer quite well, and when he heard that
Young Wild West had brought about the change
in him, it occurred to him that he might profit
in some way by it. He got to thinking, and
decided that he would use Blummer for the purpose of getting hold of the young deadshot, so
he might consign him to the furnace in the
manner he had planned.
"Boys," he said to a couple of his trusted men
while they were near the hot smelter, "just as soon
as Jim Blummer comes 'from his work tonight I
want ~ou to git him an' fetch him up here. Bring
him htrre if you have to knock him on the head
first. But I want him to be alive. I'm goin' to
make him be the means of gittin' Young Wild
West here, so he kin take the death dip."
The two declared that they would do 'bis bidding, so the afternoon passed, and a little after
six Blummer was accosted on his way to the
house he was boarding at, and innocently listened
as he was told that the superintendent was waiting up at the smelter to see him, having heard
that he had reformed.
"Most likely you're goin' t<1 be offered a putty
good job, Jim," the man who stopped him said.
"I don't want no job up there, but I'll go an'
see what he wants, anyhow. You don't s'pose
l want to work under Big Benning. He don't
like me, an' he would make me lead a hard life."
"I don't s'pose he wants you to work under

Benning, not from what I heard," the rascal retorted.
Blummer went on straight toward the office of
the big smelting company. He had to pass the
shanty Big Benning lived in, and just as he was
doing it the scoundrel st~pped out and confronted
him.
"Hello, Jim!!' he said. "Come inside; I want
to talk to you."
"Ain't got no time," was the reply, and Blummer started to go away.
"Take time, then," and the giant boss of the
smelter pulled a gun and pointed it at him.
Afraid of the man at all times, it was not
strange that Blummer should give in instantly
and follow him into the shanty.
"Set down, Jim," the big villain said, a grin
· of triumph on .his face. "I want you to write ,e.
note for me. I can't write, you know."
"I ain't much of a writer, either, Ben. Why
don't you git somebody else to do it for yo1L?"
and the frightened man looked around for a
means of escape.
There was an open window, and the door was
open, toot but neither appealed to him just then,
probably oecause he knew he would be shot before
he could get out of either. There was no help
for it, so when Big Benning handed him a sh~t
of paper and a pencil, he made ready to write. ' "Jest put down that you have broken your leg
an' are in the red shanty what stands close to
the big smelter."
"But I ain't broke no leg," the frightened man
answered.
·
"I know you ain't, but put it down, anyhow."
With a trembling hand Blummer wrote as dictated.
"There! Now sign your name to it."
•
Blummer did so.
Then Big Benning folded the paper over, and
placin~ it on the table, said:
"Write Young Wild West on the outside now,
an' hurry up about it. If you don't I'll blow your
roof off."
Jim Blummer began to plead then, fdr it
dawned upon him that he was being forced ·~
help Big Benning injure the young deadshot ia
some way.
"Remember," he said, in a trembling voice, "I'm
doin' this ag'in my will. Afore I'd git Young
Wild West into trouble I'd die."
"That's all right. Maybe you'll die, anyhow.
You're doin' as I tell you, an' ,there ain't no gittin'
out of it. Now then, I'll take that note. You stay
here, too."
Big Benning then disarmed his prisoner, and
going to the door, called out for one of his men
to come there. It was a couple of minutes before
the fellow came, and he was told to keep Brummer covered until he came back. Then the big
scoundrel was not long in finding another man.
and he at once dispatched him to the hotel witla
the note, bidding him to state that I,e lived in the
shanty where Blummer was lying with a broket
leg.
Young Wild West had just finished eating his
supper when the messenger arrived. The younc
deadshot looked at the fellow keenly, for he
thought he recognized him as being one of those
who showed sympathy for the big boss of the
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smelter. He took the note and read it, however,
and then gave a start of surprise.
Arietta came over just then, so Wild promptly
let her read the note. Having quite an interest
in the man who ltad reformed, the girl advised
ri~ht away to find out if it were true that he was
lymg somewhere with a broken leg.
Wild never once thought of Big Benning then,
though he generally became suspicious, especially
wlren he lrnew of a threatening danger.
"How far is it to the shanty where Blummer
is lying with the broken leg?" he asked the messenger.
"Not very far," was the reply. "It's my shanty.
'll take you right there if you want me to."
"Did Blummer say what he wanted me to do?"
"I think he wants you to git a doctor for him."
"Why couldn't you have done that?"
"I could have done it, but all he was talkin'
about, 'cause he was half out of his head at the
time, was Young Wild West; an' he couldn't
hardly write that note, his hand trembled so."
"All right. We'll go over right awar,"
Wild called Charlie and Jim, and quickly told
them about the alleged misfortune of Blummer,
so the three quickly got _their hats and followed
the messenger from the hotel. With his two partners accompanying him, Young Wild West had
little to fear.
All three kept a watch, for they suspicioned that
Big Benning might appear at any time and try
to get his revenge. When they found they were
going directly toward the plant the big ruffian
was working at, they became more watchful. The
rascally messenger pointed out the shanty when
they got to the other side of a hill, and then all
four hastened to it. The door was open, and as
they were within a few feet of it a voice called
out:
"Here I am, Young Wild West. Come an' help
me."
Wild led the way inside, Charlie and Jim close
at his heels. Then as if by magic, half a dozen
men arose from about the room and sprang upon
them.
It was a despesrate fight the young deadshot
and his partners made, but they were outnumbered
and taken off their guard, so there could be but
one result. They were soon overpowered and
bound and gagged. Then Big Benning leaned
over the prostrate form of our hero, and shaking
a finger close to his nose, hissed:
"I've got you at last, Young Wild West. You
don't lrnow what's waitin' for you. You have got
to die, you have got to die! We're goin' to treat
you to the death. We're goin' to put you in one
of them little cars you seen outside an' send you
down straight into the jaws of a ragin' furnace.
You'll die about as soon as you take one breath,
an' then you'll sizzle up, bones an' all, until there
ain't nothin' but ashes left of you. That's the
way Big Benning gits his revenge."

CHAPTER VIII.-Arietta's Quest.
Pedro, the Mexican, could not resist the temptation to visit the town again, though he did
not leave his shack until well toward night. He
laad thought it over, and felt a deep gratitude for
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what Young Wild West had done for him. He
felt that he wanted to see the young deadshot
again, so on reaching Tombstone he rode directly
to the hotel, a.rriving there immediately after Wild
and his partners had set out with the messenger
in answer to the note sent by Blummer. Arietta
happened to be on the porch, and, of course, she
recognized Pedro. When she saw him dismount
and look inquiringly that way, she arose and spoke
to him, saying:
"Who did you want to see, senor?"
"Where is Young Wild West?" Pedro asked.
"He just left here a minute or so ago. I'm sure
you'll be able to see him if you look down the
street."
Pedro thanked her and tipped his hat.
Then he went out to his horse and looked down
the street in the direction the girl had indicated.
Sure enough, he saw the young deadshot and his
two partners walking along with one of the workmen at the smelter. Knowing that it would hardly be safe for him to go anywhere in Big Benning's district, the Mexican hesitated. But it
quickly occurred to him that so long as Young
Wild West was close at hand he would not be
molested, so he mounted his horse and rode along
!l.t a trot.
Pedro did not attempt to overtake the young ·
deadshot and his partners. . He brought his horse
down to a walk when he was within a hundred
yards of them, and then continued on . until he
saw them going directly toward Big Benning's
shanty. This was somewhat puzzling to him,
since they did not act as if they were bent on a
fighting mission.
The Mexican turned his horse and rode on
around so he got behind the shanty. There was a
window there, and fetting his steed walk up close,
he heard the sounds of a struggle within the
shanty. Then the Mexican did not hesitate to
ride up to the window, and, peering through, he
saw the young deadsnot and his partners being
overpowered.
Pedro was not what might be called a brave
man altogether. Yet he was more than willing
to lend what assistance he could if a friend was
in ·danger. It flashed upon him instantly that he
would stand no• show, anyhow, so the thing for
hlm to do was to ride somewhere and get help.
Ay.ay he dashed, riding at a mad gallop until he
reached the hotel.
Arietta, Anna and Eloise were sitting on t~
porch enjoying the cool breeze of the evening.
When they saw the Mexican ride up in such a
hurry it flashed upon them instantly that something was wrong.
"Hutry up!" the greaser cried, · as he leaped
from his horse and ran up close to the porch.
"Young Wild West maybe get killed. Big Ben- .
ning got him."
The faces of the girls paled, but Arietta quickly
recovered and, turning to her two companions,
exclaimed:
"I am going to save him!"
Then, before either could make a reply, she
le?pE:d from the porch and, without aski!'lg permiss10n, mounted the greaser's horse. But as she
was about to ride away, she though of something,
and swinging the animal around, she called out,
·
somewhat excitedly. •
"Your gun; be quick."
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Pedro understood. He pulled the revolve1· he
carried, and quickly handed it to her. Arietta
did not know exactly where the shanty was, but
she remembered what the note said in reference
to it, and down the street she· galloped, causing
no little excitement, for to see the girL riding at
such a furious pace was quite enough to attract
the attention of the re13idents.
Pedro then quickly explained to Anna and
Eloise, and hastened into the bar-room. It ha ppened that Hop was there at the time, and recognizing him1 the greaser at once hurried to him
and told 01 what he had seen at the shanty out
near the smelter. Hop was alarmed as well a s
surprised.
"You velly muchee sure, Misler Pedlo?" he
asked, as if he doubted the man's story.
"Verra much sure," was the reply. "Me ride
up to da window and see Young Wild West on da
floor, his hands tied and his mouth stopped with
a handkerchief. The other boy and da man with
him tied, too. Big Benning and plenty men make
ready to kill dem all."
"Lat velly muchee bad," the Chinaman declared. "You comee with me, Mister Pedlo. We
havee helpee, so be."
"Me got-a no horse. Da senorita take my
horse."
"You takee Missee Alietta's horse, len. Hully
uppee."
_
"Me got-a no gun."
"What are you talkin' about? " the proprietor
of the hotel asked, for he had overheard considerable of the conversation.
"Big Benning go kill Young Wild West," Pedro
answered. He got him in da shanty."
"Go and help him, then. Hurry up, an' tell
everyone you see about it. Here's a gun if you
ain't got none."
The proprietor hastily gave the Mexican a gun,
and then Hop tried to follow him out by the rear
way.
"Th.ere ain't no use in gittin' horses. You kin
git there much quicker by goin' on foot," the hotel
man declared. "Go on. Run now."
Hop realized that what he said was true, so
he gave up the idea of getting the horses, and
darted out of the front door, Pedro following him.
The first man they met wanted to know what the
trouble was, and Hop in his pidkin-English informed him that Young Wild West was in danger
of being killed by Big Benning. That was quite
enough. Five minutes later a score of men were
hurrying toward the smelter.
Meanwhile, Arietta bad reached the smelting
plant. It happened tha_t the.re were several
shanties scattered about near 1t, and she could
not tell, in her excitement, which one she wanted
to find. She dismounted and, tying the horse to
a tree, made her way down the hill until she _got
to a long, low building. Then she stopped and
looked around, her heart beating wildly. Apparently ther e was nothing in the way of excite-·
ment going on anywhere within the r a nge of her
sight. The men who worked nights were moving
about here and there attending to their duties.
The smoke was pouring frofu the tall chimney
that ran up from the furnace, and the sound of escaping steam could be heard.
The girl made her way toward a group of the

men. They stared curiously at her, but acted in
a respectful manner.
:'Where is Big Benning?" the girl demanded.
"Gone downtown," one of them replied, nodding
his head toward the section where the saloons
might be found.
"Have you seen anything of Young Wild West
here?"
The man shook his head, while the 1·est stared
as her more than ever. The fact was that none
of them knew what had happened, so they did not
have to affect surprise or lie about it.
'.l'he girl went on to another group, and received about the same replies to her queries.
Finally she met a man not far distant frqzn
the very shanty she should have gone to at fi:rft.
"There's a man somewhere about here with a
broken leg," she said.
"I don't know nothin' about it, miss," was the
truthful reply, for he certainly did not.
"Have you seen Young Wild West ?"
"Nope, not since noon to-day."
The girl thought a moment, and then it occurred to her to ask where Big Benning lived.
T_he man quic½ly pointed out the shanty, so the
gi~l thanked him and started toward it. Everythmg seemed to be very quiet within, and she
began to think that probably she had come on a
wild goose chase. But the fact that Wild and his
partners had gone to lend aid to a man named
Blummer, and that they could not be seen anywhere in that section, puzzled her more than
ever. Hearing excited voices, she turned and
looked toward the town. Running towar d her
was Hop Wah, and he was leading a big crowd
of men ,who were armed and apparently ready
to fight.
"Misses Alietta !" Hop cried, excitedly, as he
ran up and touched her on the arm. "Um gleaser
allee samee say Misler Wild, Misler Charlie and
Misler Jim in lat shanty. Um bad Melican man
wantee killee lem. We havee findee outtee velly
muchee quickee."
That was quite enough for the girl. · Without
the least hesitation she sprang to the door of the
shanty and pulled it open. She darted inside,
and then suddenly came to a pause. There was
no one there, though chairs were overtu1·ned, and
it looked very much a s if a struggle h ad lately
·
taken place there.
"Whattee mattee?" asked Hop, as he looked in
and saw the condition of things. "Pedio allee
samee tellee lie."
Into the shanty swarmed the crowd of men.
· When they found there was no one there they
hurried out again, all of them declaring that _it
looked very much as if some one had been there
lately and that a fight had been going on. A few
spots of blood were to be found upon the floor,
and when Arietta called their attention to it, they
were more convinced than ever that the Mexican
had told nothing but the truth.
"Come on, boys," one of them called out, for
he seemed to· be in a mood to battle against Big
Benning, even though he was such a power in the
community. " This business has been goin' on
long enough. That big boss has been lordin' it
over all of us for some time. But he ain't ~oin'
to kill You~g Wild West, nor nobody else, if I
kin help it. I'm willin' to take my chances. Come
on. I'll lead the way."
But where were they !!Oing to? That was the
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question, and the ·men paused .and looked at the
self-styled leader questioningly. Arietta questioned the Mexican promptly, but he was firm
in his declaration that he had heard the sounds
~ a struggle and had peered through the winaow of the shanty and seen Young Wild .West
and his partners bound and gagged, with the
villains standing ov.er them. The girl was forced
to believe him. Anyhow, the disordered state of
things within the shanty convinced her that there
was blood upon the floor. Somebody had been
bleeding. The girl calmed herself, and then went
back to the shanty. She followed the spots of
blood to the door, and then by going on a little
distance, found some more spots on the ground,
though they showed rather faintly. Whoever it
was who had been bleeding, it had not been very
much, but just enough for a spot to be dropped
here and there, so the girl might follow the trail.
When she found it was leading directly toward
a building that was U!Jon the crest of the hill
just above the roughly built structure that contained the furnace, the girl called the men to follow her. But the majority of them had gone off
in different directions to search the shanties and
buildings lying about. Hop and the greaser came
on, however, as did two of the men who had
come with them in such a hurry. Just then there
was a commotion outside the shanty on the hill.
The girl stopped when she saw Big Benning come
out and give orders for the men working about
to move away. She was close enough to shoot
the giant boss, and she raised her hand as if she
intended to do so. But the girl thought better of
it, and, stepping behind a rock, motioned those
who were following her to do the same. But
Arietta was not the only one in the sl:)arching
party who discovered Big Benning when he came
out of the shanty. Several others saw him, and
soon the crowd was rushing up that way. The
big boss saw them coming, and no doubt realized
what their mission was.
"Say, Benning," the man who had undertaken
to lead the crowd called out, as he ran forward,
revolver in hand, "what are you up tc anyhow?
Where's Young Wild West?"
"What are you askin' me anythin' like that
fo1·? How do I know?"
"Well, there's a man putty close by what says
you had him in your shanty, an' you had his
pards, too, an' they was all bound an' gagged."
"Whoever says that is a liar. Tryin' to git me
in more trouble, eh? . I don't know nothin' about
Young Wild West an'' his pards."
"Yes, you do. The fact is you have been goin'
it in your high-handed way about long enough."
"Git off this property. I'm in charge here. Git
off, the whole lot of you, or I'll git my men to
shoot you down like dogs," Big Benning c1·ied,
angrily.
The majority of the crowd seemed inclined to
obey, but the leader stood his g1;ound.
"Git off, I say," thundered the smelter boss,
and then he began backing toward the shanty.
At that moment half a dozen shots were fired
from the shanty, and one of the men fell wounded. Big Benning laughed derisively and darted
within, and then more shots were fired. Arietta
ran for cover behind some rocks, and when she
saw the men fleeing as if fer their lives, she knew
that there was small hope for their assistance.
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They all l~ft her: and when there came a lull
she started creeping towa1'n the big shanty.

. CHAPTER IX.-Arietta to the Rescue.
The case of Young Wild West and his partners seemed a hopeless one, indeed. When they
were so quickly overpowered without having the
least chance to defend themselves, all three realized that they were in for it. They knew: full
well that Big Benning was a man who would not
stop at a.nythfog, an.d the fact that he had lured
them· to the shanty for the purpose of catching
them must mean that he fntended to kill them,
for he would hardly dare hold them prisoners.
What the big boss said to the helpless young
deadshot thoroughly convinced ·hiin of his intentions. Not being able to make a reply, there
was no chance to reason with him, so the young
deadshot simply tried his best to remain cool,
and trust to luck, as he had done many times before. In the struggle Cheyenne Charlie had reC{lived a scalp wound, and he Was bleeding quite
a little. The blow had dazed him -somewhat, but
he was gradually recovering his faculties, and
just as Big Benning pulled aside the table that
stood. in the corner of the rooIA .and opened the
trap-door, he came to so he understood thoroughly what was going on about him.
"Take 'em down into the passage, boys I'! Big
Benning exclaimed to his followers. "We want
to make a clean job of this. Most likely somebody will be comin' here to look for 'em afore
long. But when they come they won't find no one
here. They don't know that there's a passage
under the hill to the car building up there. Hurry
up now. We ain't got no time to lose."
It must have been right after Pedro, the Mexf'can, peered through the window and saw what
was going on that this happened. Anyhow, it
did not take long to carry the three helpless
prisoners across the room and drop them through
the trap-door. The passage was a narrow one,
but fully high enough to permit a man to walk
without stooping. Wild, Charlie and Jim were
hurried along through this passage, one of the
men carrying a lighted candle in advance to sho,,
the way. Even if there had been no light they
could not have become lost since there were but
two th,jngs to do, one to go straight ahead, and
the other to g9 back, and they, of course, wanted
to go straight ahead. Up an -i ncline they went
for at least two hundred feet and then thev
came into a cellar-like apartment that had a flooiing which was supported above by beams and
posts. Big Benning now took the candle from
the man's hand and lighted a lantern, which he
had no difficulty in finding. He hung this to a
nail in a beam overhead, and then with a nod· of
satisfaction, , said:
"Now then, don't make no noise. Most likely
there will be a big· rumpus started over this,
though, maybe, there won't be, either. But the
best thing to do is to wait an' see about it. If
nothin' don't happen in five or ten minutes we'll
go ahead an' give Young Wild West the dip of
death. Then we'll let his two p·ards foller in the
same way. But if it happens that any one comes
around here lookin' for 'em we'll stand 'em off
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until we git the chance to do it, anyhow. I've
swore that Young ~ld West is goin' to take the
death dip, an' he's goin' to do it even if the
others don't. They kin die some other way, but
he's got to sizzle in the roarin' furnace."
Jim Blummer, who had been forced to come
through the passage with the rest, though he
had not been bound or gagged, gave vent to a
groan as he. heard this from the lips of the
scoundrel.
"What's the matter, Blummer?" one of the
asked. "Makes you feel bad, does it? Well, I
reckon you have got to die, too, so go ahead an'
groan."
.
·
This was more than Blummer could stand, and
he uttered a loud cry for help. But a blow from
one of them knocked him senseless to the ground,
and then fearing that he might make a greater
disturbance, they bound and gagged him.
"He's got to die, too," Big Benning· said, just
as if it amounted to nothing at all. "I'll go up
an' see if that yell of his brought an.y one runnin' this way. I don't want the men around
here to know what we're up to, 'cause some of
'em would be bound to let it out."
The villain was not long in finding a sort of
ladder that led to the floor of the building above,
and up he went, pushing the traI?-door op~n. as
he came to it. There was no one m the bu1ldmg
at the time. There were the cars resting upon
the several tracks that ran completely through
the building and out of the end· at the top of the
slope. Benning listened for a minute or two,
and then he heard voices outside and knew that
a crowd was gathering. But he was in no particular hurry, for he wanted to be sur.e that a
search was being made for Young Wild West
and his pa1·tners. At the expiration of ten minutes he became convinced that such was the case,
and then he opened the •door and stepped out,
only to be confronted by the men wh? h_ad followed Arietta to the scene. The VJllam was
nothing if not bold and resourceful, and hence the
cool way in which he acted. He knew_ pretty
well that his loud talking would call his companions from the cella1·, and when he backed toward the door he heard them inside, and in a
low voice told them to shoot. Once he got inside
he uttered an exclamatin of satisfaction.
"Did you shut the trap-door?" he asked, after
he looked around and saw that all but one of the
men had come up.
•
"No," one of them answered.
~
"Do it, then, right away. One man's enough
to take charge of them fellers below. They're
all tied an' gagged, so nothin' can't happen.
We've got to be ready for anything, you know.
If them fellers take a notion to come in here
they won't find the ones they're lookin' for, an'
there ain't many of 'em as knows that there's a
cellar under this place, either."
But there was no attempt made to get into the
building, as has already been told. Benning peered through a crack and when he saw the c1;owd
dispersing he gave vent to a chuckle of delight.
"I reckon everything will b~ all right in a few
minutes. We'll jest shove one of the empty cars
out an' then we'll git Young Wild West out of
the' cellar an' put him in it an' start him dow11
the slope. My two men at the furnar.P. knnws

what's goin' to happen, an' they'll be ready when
they see us about to start the car."
The villain did not talk in a very low tone when
he said all this, and had he known that there
was an eager listener outside the shanty takuig
it all in, he might have lost some of his cd'bfidence. The fact was that Arietta had, slipped
up to the side of the building and was in time to
, hear him say that Wild was to be shot into the
jaws of a furnace by means of a car. Of course,
she did not know what it all meant, but it was a
sure thing that the boy was to be sent to an instant death, and that was quite enough to make
her act. Wild was in the cellar, and the thing
. for her to do was to find a way to get there without the knowledge of those above. She listened a
couple of minutes longer, out wa:s unable to gain
any further information, so she turned from the
building and went back among the rocks. Then,
fortunately, she came upon Hop Wah, who had
not ·deserted her, but had simply been urging
some of the men to stick and fight it out.
"Hop," the girl said, eagerly, a s she grasped
him by the arm, "there's a cellar under that
building, and Wild, Charlie and Jim are the1·e."
Hop nodded, showing considerable delight.
"How you knowee, Missee Alletta ?" he asked.
"I heard them talking. I was just at the side
of the building listening."
"We gottee gittee in um _cellar, len, Missee
Alietta."
"That's it. Now find a way, and be quick _
about it. I'll help you."
Then the two crept up to the side of the building, and after li stening _and not hearing anything
that gave them any knowledge of anything further than Arietta had already learned, they began looking about for a means of gaining entrance to the cellar. They went half way around
it, and then they came to a door of rough boards
that was closed. Hop promptly brought his
hunting-knife into play, and getting the blade
between a crack, proceeded to cut away for all
he was wo1·th. The knife being sharp and the
boards of soft wood, he soon made an opening
large enough to thrust his hand through. He
knew about whei:e to do the cutting, anyhow, and
when his fingers touched a hasp and staple at the
other side, he was not long in removing a peg,
and then he pulled the door softly open, for it
came outward. There was a long shed over th~
place, and it now being near sunset, it was quite
dark.
· The Chinaman saw a lantern hanging close to
the other end of the underground place, and
nodding to Arietta to follow him, he pulled the
door open just sufficiently wide enough for her
to do so, and led the way inside. He did not
close the door, for he kn ew they might have to
u se it for a hasty means of exit. Arietta's heart
was beating wildly no w, and, revolver in hand,
she tried to pierce the gloom and see what was
going on where the rays of the lantern infused
light into the cellar. Footsteps were heard, and
then she · saw two men going up a ladder. They
were carrying a burden with them, and it flashed
upon her that it might be Wild. She darted forward quickly, but was too late, for a door slammed above. \ Then the girl was ~uddenly confronted by the man who had been left there to watch
the prisoners. The fact was that Big Benninar
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had just ordel'ed Young Wild West to be carried to drag him to the foot of the ladder. He could
above, and two of the men had succeeded in doing hear Charlie and Jim struggling desperately, too,
it before Arietta could prevent it. The villain but he realized that no help could come from
gave a low exclamation of dismay when he saw them.
the girl, and taking advantage of this, Arietta
Quickly he was hustled to the floor above, and
stepped forward and thrust the muzzle of a l'e- then willing hands seized him and dragged him to
volver almost against hi s breast.
•
the front of•the building.
"Make one little sound and I'll shoot you dead!"
"Ah ! Young Wild West!" Big Benning said,
she threatened, in a whispel'.
as he leaned over close to the boy's face. "You
Then Hop Wah glided up as if it had been pl'e· know what's going to happen to you, 'cause I've
arranged, and before the villain knew it he had told you afore. We're the Smelter Fiends, which
been disarmed, and was submitting t'o having his is a name I never thought of afore-: But that's
hands secured by a stout piece of twine. Arietta what we are, jest the same. I'm in charge of that
kept the muzzle of her revolver pressed close to big furnace right at the foot of the little hill. I
the man's breast until Hop had finished the job. changed the track a little .so the car which I 'm
Nothwithstandin g that she had kept her eyes goin' to put you in will run smack to it, an' when
pretty well fixed upon him, she could see the it strikes you'll fly out like a shot from a gun, an'
forms of three helpless per ons lying upon the if you don't land square into that .blazin' white
• ground. At first she thought she
might have heat an' be sizzled up in a jiffy, I"1ever expect
been mistaken in thinking it was Wild who had to do another thing as long as I live. It can't
been canied up through the trap-door before she help but be that way. But if somethin' does go
could interfere. But when she saw that Hop had wrong, there's a couple of my fiends right there
the prisoner all right, she went from one to the to straighten out things. X ou're goin' to burn to
other, and soon found she was mistaken. Char- death, Young Wild West. I'll show you how Big
lie and Jim were thete, and so was a man who Bening kin git revenge. I never knowed jest how
was a stranger to her. If she had taken time to bad I was afore you got the best of me yisterday.
think she might have guessed that he was the It's the first time I ever had to think of sich a
one who was supposed to have his leg broken and thing, anyhow. Afore this I~ve always had my
had sent the message. But there was no time own way. But to have you come here and accuse
to do much thinking so the girl quickly called me of bein' a thief right to my face, an' then
upon Hop to produce his hunting-knife, and then makin' me ,afraid of bein' shot by you, went sevshe tore the gags from the mouths of the prison- enteen times over the limit. I don't think I could
ers. Hop soon liberated them.
ever sleep good ag'in if you was to git away.
"Great gimlets!" Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed, in But you ain't goin' to git away. I know there;ll
a low and husky voice. "We've got to be mighty be a big time raised after this, but I don't care.
quitk, Arietta. They're goin' to give Wild the I feel mighty sartin that I've got enough men. to
death dip. That's what they call it. They're back me up, an' the best part of it is, there ain't
goin' to send· him down a Jittle railroad track in nobody as will ever know jest what happened to
a car right into the mouth of a roarin' furnace." you. Pick him up, boys. I reckon I've said
Arietta's face blanched. She already knew eno~gh.
something of what the villains intended to do with
As before,
hands seized the helpless
the dashing young young deadshot, but this ob- boy,and he waswilling
carried bodily outside the buildservation from the scout for the moment almost ing. He cast a look
and, as it happened,
paralyzed her. With the revolver Pedro, the could see no one neararound,
might possibly render
Mexican, had given her in her hand, she ran to him the. least bit of who
assistance. On the little
the ladder and hurriedly ascended to the floor track a 'few yards
he saw the car, which
above her. Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart were was one of the sortaway
than can be dumped, so the
- right behind her, and following came Hop and contents may be emptied
from it quickly. What
Jim B!ummer, who was trembling from the effects was below he did not know,
but he took it for
of what nad occurred so r ecently.
granted tha the fiend had told him the truth.
Tne brave girl found no one in the building as
As they were carrying
to the car one of the
she emerged from the trap-door. But the big men let him slip, and hehim
· fell
the ground, h i'S
door ·was wide open, and she could hear the sound head striking lightly as he did to
so.
of excited voices outside.
But a rather fortunate thing happened. The·
Out she rushed, revolver inhand, and was just gag was torn from his
Paying no attenin time to see Young Wild West being carried tion to this, the others mouth.
who
were
grasping him
bodily towa1·d the little track upon which was hurried until they reached the spot
standing an empty car at the very top of the heading for. Wild gave a cry for help as they were
th!'! Smel- ,
descent.
ter Fiends lifted him into the car.
"This is ther 'Death Dip' you're goin' to take,
Young Wild West!" the leader exclaimed.
CHAPTER X.-Arietta Baffles the Smelter Fiends.
At that very moment Arietta appeared.
"Stop!" she cried, waving her revolver. "ReYoung Wild West was about ready to give him- lease Young Wild West instantly, or I'll shoot!"
self up as lost when two of the villains came down
Wild was dropped into the car in a hurry, and
the ladder and 'informed him that everything was the villains turned, astonished at the sight of the
in readiness for 'him to take the death dip. He daring young girl.
made a desperate struggle to free himself and
Even though he was bound hand and foot, the
utter a cry for help; but he had been effectually boy still had the use of some of his muscles. By
bound and gagged, and when he was seized he a desperate effort he gave a twist, and then
promptly relaxed his muscles and permitted them straightened out quicklv. with the effect of forr.-
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At
the same moment Arietta's revolver cracked, a nd
one of the villains staggered back, a bullet in his
breast. He had been in the act of firing at the
girl, and she kept her word and shot him.
"Whoopee, whoopee!" came the old familiar
war-cry of Cheyenne Charlie, and then he came
dashing to the spot, holding the revolver that had
been taken from the man who had been left to
guard the prisoners in the cellar in his lfand.
Big Benning was the only one who stood his
ground. But when a shot was fired by the scout
and the bullet grazed bis head, he turned and 1·an,
too, making straight down the hill to the building that held the smelting furnace. Arietta
quickly ran to the spot where Wild was struggling, and hurriedly untied his hands. Hop came
up before she had finished, and his knife was
brought into llay, so the boy was soon free.
A number of men came running to the scene
now, for since Big Benning had fled they were no
longer afraid. Some of them might have been his
friends, but if they were they did not show it.
"What's the matter, anyway? What was they
goin' to do?" a man a sked, looking at Arietta, for
he seemed to regard .her as the leading spirit of
the affair.
"Do you see what is below there?" she asked,
pointing straight down the little track to the
open door of the big furnace.
"Yes," was the reply. "Blamed if the track
ain't laid right straight there."
"Well," the girl answered, trembling with excitement, "Big Benning intended to let the car go
down there so it would hurl Young Wild West
·straight into the fire. He called it the death dip."
Then disregarding him, the girl flung herself
into the arms of her dashing young lover. Wild
was weakened somewhat from what bad occurred,
but it did not take him but a minute or two to
fully recover.
"Give me a gun, somebody," he called out. "I
know where Big Benning it. I'm going to get him.
I don't believe in shooting a man when it can be
avoided, but I'm bound to have him, if I never do
•
a thing like it again as long as I live."
Arietta handed the young deadshot the r evolver
she had. Then Wild ran down the hill straight
toward the big furnace. He knew he was taking
a chance, for it might be that Big Benning was
lying in wait for him. But he was ~t a fraid,
and into the building he .ran. There was no one
there as far as he could see. A rattling in a pile
of coal to the left attracted his attention, and
looking that way he was just in time to see a
man's legs disappear over the other side of the
pile. The boy quickly ran outside, and saw that
there was a door at the other end.
, At that very moment one of the Smelter Fiends
showed himself.
Crack! The young deadshot's revolver spoke,
and down went the man in a heap. As if he·could
not prevent it, another bounded out.
Crack! Another shot was fired, and he, too,
went down. But neither of them was Big Benning, and Wild knew it, though each ·time he fired
he expected to get the villain. By this time there
was a veritable mob on the scene. Hoarse yells
of excitement went up on all sides, and the building was fairly surrounded.
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart were doing
their best to explain what Big Benning had done,
ing himself out of the car upon the gro-qnd.

and as fast a s "they understood it the men vowed
vengeance upon the big smelter boss.
Arietta, trembling somewhat, permitted herself
to be led aside by the faithful Hop Wah, who, as
usual, was upon the scene to do what he could
to help matters along. Jim Blummer had not
fully recover ed from the dazed feeling · that had
come upon him sinoe he had been captured by the
villains, and he came and sat down near the girl.
Meanwhile, Wild had gone back into the building. He knew that Big Benning was still there,
and not having changed his mind about g,etting
him, he proceeded to make a search for him.
Some of the men followed him, but Charlie and
Jim ·satisfied themselves to remain near the entrance, so they would be sure to get the scoundrel
if he attempted to come out. Wild went crawling
over the top of the big heap of coal, for the fact
that the other two men had gone that way made
him feel sure that Big Benning had done so too.
As he reached the top of the pile a rev'olver
cracked, and a bullet whizzed passed his head. The
shot was fired from the furthermost corner of the
building, anq the quick eye of the boy caught a
glimpse of a moving figul'e. •
Crack! His revolver spoke instantly, and a
hoarse cry of pain followed.
"I've got you, Bill Benning!" Wild exclaimed,
exultantly. "The Death Dip didn't take place, I
am happy to say. But that don't mean that you
are not going to take your medicine. I made up
my mind to get you, and I am going to have you
even if I get shot full of holes trying!"
Crack! A shot came from the corner, but the
bullet must have gone high, for the boy did npt
even hear its hum. Over the pile of coal the
young· deadshot went, and .i1,1st as he reached the
foot of the heap at the other side anotlier shot was
fired. But this, too, went wild, and he knew that·
the man who was doing the shooting was wounded
so badly that he was firing at random. He crept
around a pile of barrels, and then suddenly came
in full view of Big Benning, who was half lying
on the floo r , a r evolver held un steadily in his
hand. The villain made the attempt to fire another shot when he saw the boy, but he was not
quick enough.
Wild's revolver spoke first, and with a groan
the big smelter boss fell flat upon his back, the
gun dropping from his hand. Wild ran quickly
to the spot. Never in his whole life did he feel
such a satisfaction at having caused the death of
a human being. Big Benning had done more then
enough to convince him that he was a veritable
fiend, and was not fit to be listed in the column
of human beings. But he was done for now.
There was no mistake about it, and as the boy
coolly surveyed the work of his shooting he put
t he revolver back into the holster, and then folded
his· arms and waited for somebody to come. But
no one seemed willing to enter the building, so he
called out:
"Hello, boys ! It's all r ight. I've got Big Benning. He won't cause any more trouble."
"Hip, hip, hooray! Whoopee, whoopee!" came
the answering shout, and then in rushed Cheyenne Charlie brandishing his revolver, his face
wreathed in smiles.
"There he is, Charlie!" the young deadshot
said, in his cool and easy way, as he pointed to
the prostrate form. "He did his best to get me,
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but after I fired the first shot and c1·ippled him,
he couldn't aim straight. The second shot fixed
him."
"The measly coyote!" declared the scout, vengefully. "Do you know what oughter be done to
his body, Wild? He- oughter be chucked into that
furnace."
"That wouldn't do any good, Charlie."
"Well, if he was alive now, blamed if I wouldn't
try an' make the men chuck him in that fire. That
is what he was goin' to do with us, you know. You
was to go first, an' then if nothin' didn't· happen
to stop him. me an' Jim an' the other feller would
have been put in, too. Death Dip, eh? Well, I
reckon that's about the greatest thing L ever
heard tell of. Burnin' a feller alive! Why, it's
a blamed sight worse than anythin' the redskins
has ever done."
Jim came in just then, and behind him were
several of the men who worked at the smelter.
Then it was quickly made known that Big Benning had expired, and the rest swarmed inside.
Wild felt that it was not necessary 'for him to
make any explanations, so he made his way over
the pile of coal, followed by his two partners, and
quickly joined Arietta, who was still sitting down
near Hop and Blummer.
"Well, little girl," the boy said, smiling, "that
was a pretty tough experience, wasn't it? But
:Jlllayou baffled the Smelter Fiends, all right, and
there's another mark to be put down to you for
having saved my life."
"Oh, Wild!" the girl answered, bursting into
tears. "I can hardly believe that it is true------that
you are still alive. A s you say, it was an awful
experience, and I shall never forget it as long as
I live."
'
Wild took his sweetheart by the arm and led
the way to tlrt! building in which he had been
brought by means of "tbe underground passage.
His partners and the Chinaman followed, and
they were not long· in discovering the weapons
that had been taken from them all when they
were made l)risoners. Blummer stood outside,
and when he received his revolver and huntingknife. he bowed his thanks.
"Young Wild West, I hope you don't think I
had anything to do with this," he said. "I wrote
the note what made you come here, but a pistol
·was bein' held at my head, an' I had to do it."
"That's all right, Blummer," the young deadshot retorted, smiling. "Don't you think for a
moment that I believe you could help what you
did. But it's all over now, and I want you to remember that promise you gave me yesterday, and
stick to it. That's all I require from you."
"I'll keep that promise jest as sure as I'm livin' now," was the fervent retort.
,
Twenty minutes later our friends were back at
the hotel. By thi.s time the excitement was intense throughout Tombstone. But it must have
been that some of the wisest ones advised that
Young Wild West a nd hi s friends should be left
to themselves for a while, for there was no rush
of a crowd to bother them. Not until an hour
later did any of the citizens appear, and when
they did come they came in a long line, and the
young deadshot and his companion s were forced
to come out upon the porch and greet them. Hand
after hand was shaken as the men filed up, and
the cheers resounded throughout the little town.
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Pedro, the greasei', was among the last to come,
and, watching his chance, he went around to the
side of the building and got upon the porch.
"Senor," he said, as he stepped softly up. to the
young deadshot, "me want to shake your hand:
Me feel glad Big Benning is dead."
.
"All right, Pedro," and the boy gave him a
hearty shake. "Now, then, you take my advice
and live straight. Don't get drunk any more, and
take care of that big ffmily of yours."
"Me try verra hard, senor," and, hat in hand,
the Mexican slipped away and disappeared am.ong
the crowd.
The sheriff came around later in the evening,
and asked for a full account of the affafr. Wild
told him all he knew about i( but that was quite
sufficient, for alrady .t};le official had learnend the
imporfant details from another source.
The result was that more than a dozen of the
hands at the smelter were placed under arrest.
The young deadshot did not offer to interfere with
it at all. He knew that Big Benning had plenty
of friends, and that being the case, it was a pretty
sure thing that they were of a v-e ry bad type. If
there was any punishment due them, they should
get it. Already Benning's brother had been arrested, for one of the Smelter Fiends had admitted that the ranch kept by him was simply the
headquarters for stolen cattle and horses.
The cowboys working there were also placed
in jail, and after learning all this, the young
deadshot and his friends were perfectly satisfied
with the way things had turned out. Two days
later they rode away from Tombstone, not knowing what would happen to the men who had been
l)laced under arrest by the sheriff, but feeling
sure that they would ·get no more than what was
due them.
On the way they passed the place where .Jim
Blummer was employed, and he cheered them
loudly, and stopped work long enough to run close
to them and declare that he was going to keep his
promise.
~ext week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
WEST AND 'TARANTULA TOM;' or, THE
WORST 'BAD MAN' IN ARIZONA."

BOYS HURLED INTO DEN OF BEARS AT
BERNE
.
A terrible drama occurred recently in the famous bear pit at Berne, when two Swiss schoolboys, one named Eilenberger, 10 years old, and
Adam, 17, were riding the same bicycle down
the steep road.
The bt·ake snapped and the machine dashed
against u low wall. , The riders were hurled over
into the pit among the bears. Smelling blood.
the animals became savage and seriously mauled
Eilenberger and attempted to drag him into the
den.
The keeper intervened with a pitchfork and
drove off the angry animals with great difficulty.
A large crowd gathered and pelted the bears with
stones. They hauled up Adam with a rope but
Eilenberger died in a hospital later fro•n' his
wounds.
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FAST MAIL FRANK
THE BOY ENGINEER

Or, Railroading in the Wild West
By DICK ELLISON
---,

CHAPTER XXIII.
Th End Of The Strike.
He placed himself in advjince of the rest, artU
the next moment Big Bill and his men rushed in.
A wild yell of dismay escaped the bandit when
he saw the prisoners all free, standing armed
before him.
"Furies! They're escapin'!" he roared. "Kill
'em!"
But before they had time to obey Frank
shouted:
"Now!"
The five weapons were discharged at the bandits
and a deafening roar filled th~ cavern, · above
which rose the yells of the men who we1·e shot.
"Charge on them!" shouted Frank, and the
desperate little band made a furious rush at the
bandits, discharging their weapons as they ran,
and the remaining outlaws fled for their lives.
All were panic-stricken now, for Frank's party
had knocked out half of them, and the rest made
a rush for their horses.
Some · of them managed to escape, but a few
more went down before the deadly volley hurled
after them, and when Frank reached the outer
air h~ saw the villains in a wild retreat.
There were only four of them going down the
ravine as fast as their mustangs could gallop, and
the boy concluded that they would never come
back.
As he turned to go back, Joe met him.
"We've won!" he chuckled.
"How about the men inside?"
"They're a-mindin' the prisoners."
"Any·killed ?"
"Two bandits."
"Where's Big Bill?"
"A prisoner, an' so is Tony, ther greaser, an'
ten men."
"Twelve Vrisoners and two dead men?"
"Sure, an none of our gang hurt a bit."
"That's wonderful, Joe. We've ~abbed Big
Bill, Despard, Mustang Kelly, an' ther balf-breed
Mexican."
They returned to the cave.
Here Frank found that every one of the p1·isoners had been wounded, and were securely

bound.

The bandits' horses were in the big cave, and
Frank said:
"We will mount our prisoners on those animals
and carry them and the dead men to Golden
Gulch."
By putting two men on each horse, our friends
each secured a mount, and they soon set out with
their swearing prisoners.
The fury of Big Bill was terrible to witness.
I ''Blast yer!" he yelled at Frank. "Me· owes

you one for this. If I ever gits free I'll have u
awful revenge on yerl"
"You'll never get free, Bill. You've reached the
end of your rope!" replied Frank quietly. "There
is enough evidence in the hands of the authorities
to hang you without a trial, and you can bet that
hanging will ·be your fate!"
Despard was glaring balefully at the young engineer.
"Crow over us!" he hissed. "Our turn will
come again."
"Never!" replied Fr"ank quickly. "Once we
land you in the hands of the sheriff you'll get a
short shrift, too, Despard. We can prove that you
hired Mustang Kelly to murder the old engineer.
Dan O'Hara, at Indian Rock as his train sped by.
And you'll be punished for it severely."
"You can prove nothing--"
"Well, you'll see. Colonel Livingston has got
it in for you, too. He will show you no mercy
after all your perfidy to him. In fact, the whole
gang of you are 1·esponsible for the disaster at the
bridge. The cut supports prove how you sent Old
24 to her doom. The mail clerk and his assistant
perished in that horrible death-trap, and as yoa
fellows caused their death, you can all be indicted for murder."
The villains had no more to say after that, but
when they reached Golden Gulch Mustang Kelly
cried:
"Fast Mail F1·ank, come he1·e!"
"What do you want?" demanded the boy. ·
"Me and Tony is a-goin' ter turn State's evidence."
"That may save your necks."
"Cowards!" roared Big Bill madly.
"Oh, every man fer hisself," retorted Kelly.
They rode into Golden Gulch, and the sight of
·the bandits as prisoners created a furore of in•
•
tense excitement.
The sheriff happened to be there talking to
Dick Rand, and he ran over to Frank and learned
the particulars.
tie then took official charge of the prisoners,
and Rand told Frank th-at he had telegi·aphed the
news to both Newtown and Bison City, and saicl
relief trains were then on their way from the two
.
terminals of the road.
As Rand had not told how the bridge had been
cut by the bandits, the leaders of the strikers imagined it had been done by some of the railroad
employees when the news of the disaster was pulr,..
Iished.
It frightened the strike leaders, for they expected to be held responsible for the deaths of the
mail agent and his assistant.
They held a hasty meeting, and at once waiud
on Mr. Livingston in his- Newtown office.
"Well, gentlemen," said the president, wha
they came in, "what do you want now?" .
"Mr. Livingston," answered the spokesman.
humbly, "we have decided to call off the strike.•
"Indeed I I'm glad you have come to your
senses."
"Can the men return to work?"
"They can if you will sign the old agreement..•
"We will be glad to do so, sir."
"Very well. The moment you sign the roaal.
will be ready to resume business. But mind ~
not a man shall reecive a cent more than the
union scale of wages which has always existeci:•
"Oh, we are satisfied with that."

•
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The old gentleman was at a loss to know what
made the strikers give in so suddenly, and when
the agreement was signed he learned whp.t
prompted it when the man said:
"I hope you will not be hard upon whichever of the men was i:esponsible for causing the
wreck."
"Ah!" said Mr. Livingston. Then he thought:
So that is what brought them to terms so suddenly. I won't undeceive him. He evidently don't
know that the outlaws did the job. After all, it
was a lucky thing for the road." Then hP. added
·aloud: "My good fellow, the men who did that
deed will be punished to the fullest extent of the
law. It amounted not only to a wanton destruction of the company's property, but also to murder, for two good men perished in the mail-car."
"Are you going to make the union suffer for.
it?"
"If you will swear to respect the agreement
you signed I won't."
"Certainly I'll swear it."
"And you'll all go back to wprk at once?"
"Yes, sir. I'll telegraph all hands to return
all along the line."
"Very well; then only the men who actuapy
cut the bridge shall be prosecuted," said Mr. Livingston.
/
The leader departed.
.
.
~ One hour later nearly every man was back at
his post, and the road resumed business, as if
there had been no strike.
·
The strike had ben ended through a mere -misunderstanding, and when the real facts leaked out
the men were mad enough at their own, stupidity; .
but they had to abide by their signed agreement,
and that was the end of it.
The bridge was repaired at once, and Mr. Livingston went on to Golden Gulch and met Frank
at the depot.
.
He shool<: hands with the boy warmly, and said:
"I congratulate you on your narrow escape
from death, my boy. Much as I regret the loss
of your engine and train, it is nothing in comparison with the fact that most of you saved
yourselves."
CHAPTER XXIV.
Conclusion.
"Mr. Livingston," said Frank, "the captu1'e of
those bandits and Simon' Despard has not only
1·esulted in ending the strike, but it has been the
means of clearing up the :r;nystery which for years
has been ~shrouding my life."
"I havE!"' often heard it said that you were a
waif whom old Dan O'Hara adopted, during your
infancy, and if there has been any mystery about
your origin, I am sure it is a pleasure to me to
lea1·n that" you have penetrated it at last. May I
venture to ask how you found out about the matter?"
"Certainly; and I'll tell you with pleasure," replied the boy, in earnest tones. "When we were
at the .mercy of the bandits, and they imagined I
was never to escape alive, Despard told me all."
"Despard? My nephew?"
"Yes, sir. He declared that I am your son."
"What!" gasped the startled man, glaring at
1
the boy
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•'He asserted that your wife committed suicide.
He declared that he abducted me, and paid
O'Hara to keep me and bring me up-"
"Can it be possible?"
"And he said his motive was to put me out of
the way so he, as your only survivi}J.g heir, would
inherit your fortune."
"Frank, can you prove all this?" asked the old
gentleman excitedly.
"I can if Despard will admit the truth."
"We shall force him to do that. But I want
evidence."
"You shall have it. Mrs. O'Hara still has the
clothing and trinkets I worn when she first got
me. Do you think you would recognize these articles?"
"Readily. And heaven only knows that I hope
it is true, for I long since mourned you as dead.
Frank, my boy, shake hands. This is a shock,
and yet it is a great pleasure, too. Prove to me
that you are my son, and you will make me the
happiest man on earth."
·
Their hands met in a cordial grasp, and the boy
asked:
"Will you come to my house when we reach
Newtown?"
"I'll go there at once with you. The bridge is
repaired, and we can run back on the repair
train." .
This plan was followed.
When Frank, Joe and Mr. Livingston walked
into the cotta,g-e, the boy's foster-mother wept in
his arms.
.
• "I heard of the fall of the bridge," she sobbed,
"and I feared you were· killed. Oh, I am so glad
to get you back sa-fe and sound."
.
"Mother, here is Mr. Livingston; he recove1·ed
the receipt for the mortgage money Dan paid out,
and has forced Despard's lawyer to disgorge the
payment he made the man."
"I am glad to see you, sir."
"Madam," replied the president, "I am here to
rectify another wronp;. Frank, we have learned,
is my son."
"Your son?" gasped the good woman, in astonis)lment.
·
"So we believe. Can you show me the clothing
and jewelry he wore when a baby?u
"I can, and here are the things," she answered,
as she opened the box and pi:oduced them.
Mr. Livingston gave one glance at the inscription on the locket, and his face turned white.
"Frank," he cried excitedly, "this is enough. I
remember the locket well. Your mother gave it
to you. I have seen it often. I am convinced.
You must indeed be my boy, although I have for
years m6urned you. as being dead! Despard shall
beJ'orced to confess, and his acknowledgment will
eno the matter."
#
On the following dav Frank received a call to
the railroad office and found the president and
Phil Sanders, the superintendent, awaiting him
there.
,
The moment the bov entered Mr. Livingston exclaimed:
"FTank, our superintendent was a witness to
Despard's confession when you were captured by
'the bandits. He says Despard acknowledged you
were my son."
"Then you are convinced; sir?"

(To be continued}

•
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
LARGEST CAVE
Mammoth Cave in Kentucky, is con sidered the
largest cave in th; world in that it has the longest
avenues and has been more completely explo1;ed
than other caves. The Carlsbad cavern contams
the greatest number o.f chambers.
THE BU GONG MOTli
The Bugong moth or bu~terfly js_ a delicacy
which eptcures among certam :abor1gmal peop~es
of Australia will travel long distances to obtam.
The butterflies gather every year on the slopes of
the Bugong Mountains, in New South Wales:
where they are caught by being suffocated by the
smoke of wood fires lighted under the trees.
SOLDIER LETS RICHES WAIT
Robert William Bradley, private, first class,
Fourth Infantry, resumed the routine of army
life with no apparent desire immediately to take
over the management of a $200,000 oil estate at
Smackover, Ark.
Bradley stationed at Fort George Wright, said
he would 'claim the money when he could "get
around to it." He plans' to complete his second
enlistment, of which he has a year and ten
months to serve.
Advices from Arkansas said he had been sought
for two years.
SHIPPING CLERK IN OHIO FINDS HE IS A
LORD
Fired from his job as a shipping clerk in an
Akron rubber factory, Albert Webster thought
the world was just a place 'to worry. Then came
a letter and Albert changed his mind.
But his name is no longer Albert. The letter
changed all that. He is now Lord Allgood, of
Durham, England, and he is master of an English estate of 3,000 acres.
He was a shipping clerk here six months ago.
Then his uncle, Lord Allgood died, and the aunt
offered to adopt the Akron man and permit him
to assume the title.
•
Now he won't need the rubber company's semimonthly pay envelope and is on his way to his
Cti tate and dignities.

BOY OF 11 SAVES 260-POU ND MAN FROM
DEATH IN HIGHLAND L AKE
•
Eleven-year-old H arry Sulzbach of High land
Lake, N. Y., rescued 260-pound J oe Marchetta
from drowning in H ighland Lake while six men
stood on a dock and cheered. The man and 1toy
had been fishing when the boat upset an d neit her
could reach it.
The lad swam ashore. Then he noticed that
Marchetta had gone down. He swam back a nd
saw Marchetta come up for a moment, only to
sink again. When he again 1;ose t he lad caught .,
hi s clothes and towed him ashore. There the men
on the dock lifted March·e tta out and saved his
life bv first aid.
Marchetta gave Harry a fine gift for saving
him. Harry's father owns Pinehurst House at
Highland Lake.

LAUGHS
There a re plenty of people besides chiropractors
who make money by rolling the bones.

A man in Indiana is so dry he won't have eJectric lights because of the "juice."
Billy Sunday, · we understand, does not den
that he is a brother to Eastor Sunday.
Money talks-oh, well, they have a woman's
head on the back of a silver dollar.
"I paid the plumber the last installment tod~y."
"Thank goodness I I can at last take a bath with
a clean conscience."
Our neighbor's boy gives the following sentence
u sing the words sodas, "Mary uses lipstick and
sodas sister Ann."
"I see . where a cow ate an airplane the other
day." "Maybe she was the original cow that
jumped over the moon and did it in a fit of jealousy."
Mistress~J ames, run out and tell those urchins to get off the lawn. Oh, I wish I had a dog.
Servant--But, ma'am, I've got such a cold this
morning I can scarcely speak a word. Mistress-So much the better. Rush out and bar k at them,
then.
Weep no more my lady,
Weep no more today
Because your nice complexion
Your tears will wash away.

•

No wonder there are so many accidents. How
can you drive a car and keep your eye on crowded traffic and dangerous feminine curves at the
same time.
"Smith," said the -schoolmaster, what is a
cape?" "Please, sir, it's land extending into the
sea." "Right! And you, J ones, what is a gulf?"
"Water extending into the land," was Jones' reply.. "Also correct. Now, Clark, what is a mountain?" "Er-it's-er," stumbled Clark, "it's land
extending into the air!"

•
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FOUND HIS
- BOY
.

Tom Merry was a bachelor of thirty, but he
looked consi'1erably older at the time, and more
especially when he was in a thoughtful mood.
He was in a thoughtful mood as he was crossing
the South Ferry to Brooklyn one night, after he
had put in a weary day in a lawyer's office in the
lower part of the City of New York.
As the boat was pushing into the slip a little
boy toddled out of · the cabin toward him, and
caught him by the coat as he lispe.d forth:
"Papa."
At that moment a tall woman, wea1·ing a dark
veil, followed the child out of the· cabin, and
caught him as if to draw away from Tom, as she
said in husky tones:
"You bad boy, that is not your father. Please
excuse the child, sir."
The people were hurrying out of the boat at
the moment, and as the little fellow still clung to
Tom Merry, he bent down and raised him in his
arms, saying, in his good-natured tones.
"All right, madam, I will take the little fellow
p over the bridge.
And without waiting for the consent of the
lady, who was dressed in black, he sprang up
toward the feny gate with the little boy who appeared to cling to him in the most friendly manner: The lady followed hastily, and when she
reached the gate a tall man, who appeared to be
muffled up with the collar of his fall overcoat,
sprang at her and seized her by the arm crying:
"I have caught you at last! Now I want you to
come right home with me."
"You are mistaken, sir, as I do not know you.
Let go of my arm, I beg you."
"If the lady is your wife," protested Tom Merry,
14
you shouldn't break her arm in that way, and I
,
ask you to let her gq also."
The stranger answered by raising his right arm
.nd aiming a blow at Tom's face. ~ Tom did not fancy the kindness intended for
him, and he warded off the blow with his right
hand, giving the fellow a severe push at the same
time.
The stranger fell to the ground, grumbling fearfully, and releasing his grasp on the woman at the
same time.
Then away she darted, flying like a hunted
criminal as she turned down Furman Street.
Tom Merry drew back, expecting the man to
assail him again.
When the man regained his feet, however, he
did not attempt to assail T.pm, but hastened away
.after the woman.
When Tom reached Furman Street with the
little boy in his arms he looked clown in search
of the woman and her pursuer, but could not see
a trace of the man or the woman.
He kept walking up and down the street for
fully ten minutes, while the little fellow in his
arms appea1·ecl to be perfectly contented, as he
.soon fell into a sound slumber.
After reflecting for some time longer, the puzsled man decided to take the little fellow to his
ewn room, which was only a few streets away,
and then give notice to the nearest police station
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as to where he liyed, so that the father or mother
might be' informed a~ut him.
When the weary man returned to his humble
bedroom -again, he was not in the humor for work,
and he took a seat in his old armchair, as he said
.
to himself:
"I'll rest a while and then tackle the work." .
He did rest a while, as he fell into a sound
sleep, from which he did not awaken until after
daylight in the morning.
Tlte little stranger was still sleeping soundly in
the bed, and after rubbing his eyes and washing
himself in cold water. Tom thought of his work
and proceeded to light his pipe.
When he arrived at the office he found a very
good piece of news before him in the form of a
l~tter from one of the leading New York publishers.
Tom Merry had written a novel some time before, and he had sent the manuscript for publication to several publishers, but it had been rejected
time and agai:q.
That novel was at last accepted by a good house,
and Tom was offered a :fair price for it at a time
·
when he was sadly in need of a few dollars.
On reaching the house he found that no one had
come to inquire about the little stranger, and he
then hastened away to the station-house to make
inquiries ther~.
Yes, a young woman had inquired about the boy
very early in the morning, and the sergant had
o-iven her both the Brooklyn and the New York
City addresses of the man who had taken charge
of him for the night.
Tom Merry ~ astened back to his boardinghouse again, only to learn that the child's mother
had not called there as yet.
On reaching his old employer's office in the
afternoon he found a '1etter addressed to him in a
lady's fine handwriting.
It was from the boy's mother, and in it she
begged him, in the most imploring terms, to care
for the child for the present, while she promised
to remunerate him. for his trouble.
The letter concl.uded by saying:
"The man who assailed me last night has been
the bane of my life, and he is not my husband, but
he is my child's uncle. The child's father died six
months ago, and he did resemble you very much.
"I am compelled to fly in haste from the
wretch who is persecuting me, and I dare not °!;t1ke
:mY boy with me, fearing that his uncle would
pursue me through him. I cannot give you my
name or my futurE1. address, as goodness Clnly
knows where I wilf have to fly. If you have :!le
heart of a man, take care of the child for his own
sake, and he will reward you in future if I do not .
"It may be days, months, or even years before
you hear from me again, but a persecuted and unhappy woman swears to you that you will never
regret the kindness you may show the litlle boy,
who called you father on first beholding you."
Having no near relatives in the world that he
knew of, Tom took the little boy to a respectable
boarding-house in Harlem, where he represented
,
him as his own son.
The boy's protector was known in New York
City to his very few friends as Tom .Merry, b·1t
that was not his 1-eal name.

.
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Some years before his father became involved
in a disgraceful affair in the great city and Tom
thought it best to travel u.!!der an assu~ed name.
yery soon after. taking charge of the boy, revelations appeared m the New Yor k papers which
proved that he was an innocent man, and that he
was the victim of clever sharpers.
About the time that the revelations were published, Tom received a splendid offer from a mercantile house in San Francisco, and he went to
that city, taking little Massey, as the boy called
himself, with him.
·
•
On arriving on the shores of the Pacific the
honest fellow assumed his real name again' and
that was Tobias Meniman.
'
When young Massey Merriman, as he was
called, was fifteen years of age, his father took
him on a trip to the East, and they arrived in the
city of New York in safety.
Desiring to know if the strange lady had ever
made inquiries about her son, he called at the
-office of the old lawyer, where he found two letters
awaiting him there for over eight years.
They were both written from London by Massey's mother, and one of them inclosed a draft for
one hundred dollars. The letters from London were signed "Emma
Wheeler," and the lady who called at the lawyer's
office gave the same name, but she did not leave
any address or state when she would call again.
The anxious man left his New York address for
the time with the old lawyer, and then hastened
away to insert advertisements in the New York
papers addressed to Emma Wheeler, in which
he intimated where Thomas Merry could be found.
The adopted father took his s&n to the theater
that night to see a famous actress who had returned to America after many years of triumph
in Europe and Australia.
Merriman was surprised upon hearing the voice
of the great actress, and he turned to gaze at the
boy beside him, as he said to himself:
"Blame my eyes, if that isn't just like the voice
of the woman I heard on the fen-y-boat that night.
Can it be that it is my mascot's mother?"
Merriman kept asking the question during the
whole performance, and he was asking it still
when they went out into the street, while he continued, saying:
"If I could only find out where she is stopping,
I would call on her this very night."
At that moment the actress came out of the
theatre.
The woman sprang into the cab waiting for her,
and the drive1· started on the instant, while Merriman dragged his son into another conveyance as
ne said to the driver.
"Follow the actress, and I will pay you well."
The two cabs were soon rolling away up Broadway, and a thh-d followed soon after.
The actress was just entering her private boarding-house as she heard hurried footsteps behind
her, and then a voice fell upon her ear, saying:
"Miss Parkef, may I not speak a few words with
you?"
Before the actress could reply her old assailant
sprang out of the third cab and ran .at her like a
o:razy man, crying:
"I tell you I must have the boy. Give him up to
me, or it will be worse for you."

Merriman recognized the voice on the instant
although it was years since he had heard it be:
fore.
The actress stared down at Merriman and the
young lad with eager eyes.
"Who are you, sir?"
· "I was once known as Tom Meny, madam." The words were scarcely uttered when the woman gave a cry of atonishment, and she then
gazed at the lad, crying:
"Is this dear Massey?"
"It is, madam.'!
"My dear son, I am able to protect you now,
and to reward the good man who saved you that
night."
·
The crazy man seized the woman at the moment
when Merriman caught him and looked him
straight in the eyes as he cried:
"Frank Men-iman, do you not know me?"
"My brother Tobias !" gasped the fellow, who
was about two years older than Massey's protector.
He then fell clown, as if in a fit, and Tobias· bent
over him, saying:
.
"I thought he was dead long ago."
" He ought to be in the madhouse," cried the excited woman, "as he has been the bane of my life."
On the death of her husband Frank Merrimar
insisted that she W{)uld become his wife, but the
woman refused .
Then commenced a career of persecution which
only ended on the death of the crazy man, which
took place three nights after the meeting nea1· the
the theatre.
Tom Merry's mascot was really his own nephew,
after all, and the bright lad was heir to a large
estate in South America, which had been held from
him by. his crazy uncle.
About three months after Merriman and his
mascot retun1ed to San · Francisco, and Massey's
mother returned with them.
Tobias Men-iman prevailed on the actress to become his wife soon after, and the good man had
never reason to regret the night when he first
discovered his little mascot who had addresse
him as papa.
TYPEWRITING RECORD AMAZES SHOW
JUDGES
The almost incredible record for typewriting,
set by Albert Tangora of Paterson, N. J., a short
time ago, at the annual efficiency exposition of
the National Business Show held at the Sixtyninth Regiment armory, Lexington Avenue and
Twenty-sixth Street, New York, will remain a
mar k for speed demons· to aim at for a long time,
according to authorities at the · exhibition.
Tangor a pounded out 9,120 words in an hour
and, after penalties were deducted, wa1l still
credited with a sped of 147 words a minute. He
beat by a single wo1·d George Hossfield, four
timeS' holder of the record.
.._
Record crowds flocked to the business show
recently, executive's day on its calendar. According to visitors, the show was an effective exposition of Ame1·ican efficiency and is pointing out
to interested visitors methods by which they can
increase the earnings of their organizations.
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GOOD READING
1,000 ARE REPORTED MISSING AS
JAPANESE VOLCANO ERUPTS
A dispatch from Sapporo, Hokkaido, to the
Tokio Nichinichi, r eports that 1,000 farmers are
missing as the result of an eruption of a long
extinct volcano in the mountains of Tokachi Province, Central Hokkaido.
The same dispatch reports that 2,000 farmers
were driven to take refuge in the hills by the
overflowing of the River Kambetsu owing to the
eruption.
There were three explosions of the volcano yesterday, each carrying huge quantities of rocks
and lava and causing numerous landslides.
One village is reported to have been wiped out
by a flood of water and lava, 200 of the inhabitants being buried.

north of this tillable land was four hundred mile~
or more of unbroken forest before the frozen
tundra or Arctic waste was reached.

DAISY, PET COW, ON STROLL, STARTS A
ROW, WHEN FAMILY COMES TO
AID OF SCARED GIRL
Daisy, a brindle-and-white milk sow, owned by
Anna and Tessie Stravinsky, spinsters, or 994
Lorraine Street, Brooklyn, wandered from her
back yard just before milking time' last night and
rambled into Atkins Avenue, where Mary Sanguedoice, 4 years old, a city child, was at play.
Daisy walked in the immemorial custom of
cows out for a Sunday afternoon stroll" in the •
springtime, with a list first to one side and then
to the other; and Mary, who stood wide-eyed in
Daisy's path, fell to the pavement, screaming:
HUNDRED DEAD IN SEA OF MUD
"It bit me! - It bit me!"
A mountain lake, released by an eruption from
Daisy, pet of her mistresses, paid no attention
a long inactive volcano crater, caused the greater to the obvious slander, but not so with Mary's
part of the death and destruction which followed father, Joseph; her mother, Angela; her brother,
1·ecent resumption of activity in Mount Tokachi, Salvato1,e, 11 years old, and a host of Sangue· Central Hokkaido, northernmost of the princi- doice relatives and friends who poured from the
pal islands of Japan.
Sanguedoice home at 579 Atkins Avenue.
The Governor of Hokkaido repoi·ted to the
Joseph, Angela and Salvatore, 11 years old, and
Home Minister that one hundred dead and more their relatives and friends, a dozen all told,
than two hundred injured had been removed from grasped scantlings as they came from the Santhe mass of mud, lava and rocks p recipitated from guedoice ya1·d and in a body> set upon Daisy with
the Jew- slumbering -crater.
such a belaboring of sticks, stones and hard
Besiaes these, about one thousand farmers of · words as ever a pet cow received, while Mary
the newly opened, but rapidly developing_ agri- continued to cry, as if she believed it, "It bit me!
cultural district around the mountain are miss- It bit me!"
ing and it is impossible to tell how many of these
All the neighborhood resounded with the cries
ma~ have been buried alive in the floods of water of the vendetta on Daisy until Anna and Tessie
and mud.·
·stravinsky, 1·oused from Sunday afternoon naps,
cames to the rescue of their pet, milk cream and
SURPRISES IN SIBERIA
butter.
I had thought of Siberia as a convict settlement
Salvatore, 11 years old, saw them first and,
only, with a small population composed )argely of wielding a Scantling lustily, he met them more
criminals and political exiles. I found 1t a coun- than half way. The women screamed with pain
t~ of nearly nine million people, ninety-seven per and anger and attempted to give blow for blow .
cent. of whom were either natives or voluntary
Someone telephoned for the police. Patrolmen
immigrants, with th~ exile system discontinued or McCarthy, McKay and Feeley and Detective Hertransferred to the i sland of Sakhalin, and all, a s man Schiesser. sole reserves of the J,ibe1·ty Avea rule earning better wages, living in better nue Station, came in a flivver. They subdued
houses: having better food and clothing, and en- Salvatore, 11 years old, first. Next they quieted
oying much more political freedom than in Euro- the other Sanguedoices.
Detective Schiesser
pean Russia, and, indeed, in some other Eu~·o- stood guard over Daisy, who was round-eyed with
pean countries in whose behalf our sympathies amazement at such goings-on, and the patrolmen
have not been evoked, says a correspondent of the looked after· the Misses Stravinsky.
Natior.al Geographic Magazine.
Daisy's owners were cut on the head and were
I had believed it to b a frozen wilderness and sent to the Bradford Street Hospital. Salvatore,
a desert waste. The portion through which I 11 vears old, was arrested, charged with juvenile
traveled was a land like Minnesota, the Dakotas delfnquency in .striking them, and was paroled in
and the foothills of' the Rockies, where wheat and the custody of his father for arraignment today
rye and vegetables matured; where strawberries, in the Children's Court. Detective Schiesser led
currants and raspberries abound; where sheep, DaMy back to her yard.
horses and cattle graze unsheltered throughout · Long after milking time Daisy mooed in the
the year, and where a greater extent of virgin darkpess in the manner of a cow which has not
Torest of splendid birch and pine is found than been milked long after milking time. A neighbor
the whole area of the United States.
telephoned to the Liberty Avenue Station that
I was told, and. I believe it is true, that straight something should be done about it.
·
through the Kingan Mountains to the Urals, for
"All right," said Detective Schiesser, who anabout four hundred miles north of the Trans- swered the telephone, "I'll find a cop who's been
iberian Railroad like conditions prevail, and
raised on a farm. He'll milk her."

,
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
ANCIENT DISPENSARY
About 4600 B. C. a public dispensary was established in Egypt, the medi~al attend,ant for
which received the equivalent of $500 a year for
his services. 'This was at that time about five
times the amount received by a skilled labqrer.

of Engineers of the War Department in investigating the currents.
It is planned to release the sealed bottles from
selected points in four lots at biweekly intervals•..
Each bottle will contain a card asking the finder
for certain information to be mailed to the board.

GAS MASKS FOR READING
Some of the students in Paris, when perusing
ancient books, are in the habit of wearing gas
masks for protection from inhalation of microbes
which are said to infect the old volumes.

"WOUNDED HERO'S" YARN FALSE ONE;
HO, WORKHOUSE!
The l}roverbial silver lining was as absent from
the cloud which overhung Lawrence Oberndorfer,
chauffeur, of No. 1385 Nelson Avenue, in Traffic
Court. as was the silver plate he asserted he wore
in his abdomen as a result of being wounded in
the Argonne.
He was before Magistrate Jean Norris charged
with reckless driving.
Pleading guilty, he said he had been badly
wounded in France and had a silver plate in his
stomach. But a probation officer told the court
that although Oberndorfer had been in the army,
he had never been in battle.
The absence of the silver plate meant two days
in a Workhouse cell for the chauffeur. He failed
ll,
to pay his $25 fine.

GIRL, 90 POUNDS, ARRIVES HOME FROM
LION HUNT
Perhaps the most diminutive big game hunter
that ever • brought a lion down in his tracks ,or
survived the charge of a herd of African buffalo
is Miss Ann C. Bliven, twenty-three, of New
York arriving recently on the Cunarder Franconia: returning from a cruise around the world.
Miss Bliven is four feet eight inches tall and
weighs 90 pounds. She recently came out of the
Belgian and French Congo with the pelts of many
wild beasts, including a lion. She missed an elephant, but her brother got it. She is going back
next year.

AMERICANS DON'T WANT TALKING
MOVIES; PREFER SILENT FILM
SHOWS. SAYS EDISON
Americans are not interested in talking mewiies;
they prefer the restful quiet of the film thMre,
and to reproduce the screen actor's talk would
destroy the illusion.
This is the way it appeat·s to Thomas A.
,.Edison, who led the development of both the
movie and the phonograph, the instruments it -is
now proposed to combine.
The seventy-nine-year-old inventor answ~red
questions in the Hotel Traymore, Atlantic City,
recently ~ saying that "talking movies will not
come into general commercial use a s long a s the
American public continues to display its present
NECK BROKEN. SPINAL CORD SEVERED, attitude.
"Americans require a restful quiet in the movMAN LIVES
Despite a broken neck and the partial sever- ing picture theatre," -he continued; "and for
ance of the spinal cord, John M. Peregoy con- tl;iem talking from the lips of the figures on the
tinues to live-miraculously, said doctors at screen destroys the illusion. Devices for protecting the film actor's speech can be perfected, but
Maryland General Hospital.
The case is almost without medical precedent, the idea is not practical. The stage is the place
according to physicians who are coming from for the spoken word . . The reactions of the Amerall over the city to inspect the injury and X-ray ican public up to now indicate the movies will
not supersede it."
photograpllj of it as a medical phenomenon.
"Do your experiments lewJ. you to believe· that
Peregoy received the injury while walking on a
fa1·m near Har:tisburg, Pa. He fell into an irri- telephone pictures from continent to continent
will soon include moving pictures, projected in
gation ditch.
London and shown in New York?" he was a sked.
His recovery is impossible, doctors say.
"It is entirely possible, but only as a 'stunt.' I
10,000 BOTTLES TO CHART CURRENTS• do not believe it would be practical for either the
American or the British movie industry."
IN HARBOR HERE
Someone asked him what he thought would be
To test the currents in New York Harbor the
Board of Estimate and Apportionment of New happening in this world one hundred years from
York City is preparing to set 10,000 bottles adrift now. Mr. Edison smiled and said he hadn't the
there, it was made known at the War Depart- slightest idea; he did think the world would
progress mechanically and industrially and that
ment.
The board, through Arthur S. Tuttle, chief en- other men, in that future time, would answer the
1ri~r, has requested the assistance of the Chief question.

SNAKE IN AUT,O HOLDS UP TRAFFIC IN
.
BUSY STREET
A huge coach whip snake brought traffic to a
standstill at .a downtown corner and caused a
crowd of pedestrians hunting the snake almost
to dismantle a small coupe in which the reptile
took hiding after being chased from the top of
the Jewish synagogue.
At first the snake coiled around the fan and
fought back as the driver lifted the hood and
then began racing back and forth on the transmission, resisting all efforts to destroy it. He
disappeared, and after the unholstery had been
ripped off he w.as at last cti.ptured.
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FROM EVERYWHERE
SEA GULL AS PET
John R. Stacey, a Marblehead lobster man, has
done something that few other men hav.e been able
to accomplish. He has won the confidence of a
wild sea gull so that the bird will accompany him
on his trips to inspect p.is traps and will even eat
raw fish from his hands. This particular gull is
jealous, too, as he drives away any other gull that
seems inclined to make friends with Mr. Stacey.
20 x 12-INCH PICTURE COSTS BUYER
$17,000
A small painting by Manet, a "Punchinello,"
20 inches high and 12 1-2 inches wide, has fetched
420,000 francs at a sale at the Hotel Drouot. In
addition the buyer will have to pay taxes of nearly twenty per cent., whi.c h will bring the cost to
more than 500,000 francs, or about $17,000. The
purchaser is a Frenchman.
The little picture was shown in the 1874 Salon
and was bought by the celebrated singer, Jean
Baptiste Faure. It was sold in 1878 for 2,000
francs, or about $400.
BAPTIST MEETING EJECTS WOMAN FOR
LOUD PRAYER
A woman was ej ected from the Northern Baptist convention, Washington, D. C., recentfy, for
·
praying aloud.
Mrs. Jeannette Loe ks, a delegate from Grand
Rapids, Mich., and a funda:mentalist, has been
assured a chance to speak when the fun·d amentalists-modernist battle wa s fought out. But she
was ignored.
When Dr. Edwin H. Rhoades, Jr., of Toledo,
president of the convention and a moderni st,
called for prayer, Mrs. Loeks' voice was audible.
Doctor Rhoades a sked that she be escorted from
the hall.
~ r s . Loeks left quietly.
FARMERS DESERT COUNTRY
FOR JOBS IN CITY
Not the bright lights, nor the theatres-, but
bread and butter, has . brought about the migration of the farmer from the country to the city.
That is the consensus of 100,000 farmers who
have answered a questionnaire sent out by the
Sears-Roebuck Agrictulture Foundation.
The desertion of the farm is because of finan cial pressure-the fa1mer is going "broke," they
declared.
In the city every member of the family can become a wage ear ner , the farmers point out.
Prices to the farmer ar e high, taxes are high
and the cost of production is more t han the price
obtainable, according to the survey.
"BROKE,"

CHRIST PREACHED IN INDIA ANCIENT
LAMA WRITINGS SHOW
The existence of manuscripts in the Remi s
Monastery of Ladak, written du-ring the life of

Christ by Lamas and telling about His travels
and preaching in India, Tibet and Central Asia
has been verified by the Roerich art expedition:
the Boerich Museum here announced a few days
ago, the Associated Pi-ess says.
The manuscripts will throw much light on the
vague years of Christ's life before his return to
Jerusalem in His twenty-ninth year, it is believed.
The expedition, in and around the Chinese Turkestan since 1923, was detained in Central Asia
by the Daotai of Rotan, but later was released
after its arms were confiscated, according to the
museum.
Nicholas Roerich, painter, philosopher and
mystic; Mrs. Roerich and their son George, an
autJ:u~rity on. Oriental lan~uages, made up the ex_ped1t10n, winch left America early in 1923 . . They
hav.e sent back to the museum at No. 322 Riversid_e _Drive more. than on~ hundred and fifty
pamtmgs, embracing an entire artistic panorama
of the Far East's histories and legends. .
BRITISH SCIENTIST PRESENTS NEW THEORY OF SUN AS A VORTEX SPINNING
WITH UNEQUAL SPEEDS
That the sun, instead of rotating like the earth
area_s on whose -surface revolve at a speed pro~
port10nately greater than the a1·eas near its centr~, is a sort of vortex spinning rapidly in the
middle and more slowly at the outside, is the new
and revolutionary theory advanced- by Dr. J. H.
Jeans, the British scientist.
Doctor _Jeans, wh_o was Pro~essor of Applied
Mathematics . at Prmceton University for four
years and Research Associate at Mount Wilson
Observatory three years ago, has laid his view
before. the Royal As~r~momical Society.
It disputes the opm10n, held eve1· since Gallileo
fi!st noted how the sun spots traveled across the
disk. ~hat the sun, like the earth, rotated all in
one piece.
Radiation is held by Doctor Jeans to be the factor ~hich accounts. for the fact that the speed
rotat10n of the sun 1s much less near the surface
than at the centre. Until recently radiation was
thought to be immate1·ial, so that it could pass
freely through the body of the sun.
"In the modern view, however," says Profes.,or
H. H. Turner, Professor of Astronomy of Oxford
University, commenting on Doctor Jean's the?ry, "radiation has become material, so that on
its way from the hot centre of the sun outward to
the coole~· surface it puts an increasing bl'ake on
the l'otatmg layers, thus ultimately reducing the
speed of the outer layers to a mere fraction of
·
that of the inner.
"It is jostled by the layers and jogtles them ;n
turn. During its ascent to the surface its r otatin_g SJ:!eed would be continuously increased by
the Jostlmg layers, and these, by reaction, \\'On ld
themselves be correspondingly slowed down. The
layers would be successively impeded more ant.I
more, the outermost suffering the most sevel'ely.
Thus the stream of particles from the centre
the sun outward would ultimat~y reduce the
speed of the outer layers con siderably."
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Useful, Instructive, and Amusing. They contain
Valuable Information on Almost
_Every Subject.

1186 Young Wild W est and the Doo~ed Mine· or Adl-

No.

1.

NAPOLEON'S

ORACULUM

A:ND

DREAM

BOOK.-Containing the great oracle of human destiny
also -tht true meaning of almost any kind of dreams
~~1~!~er with charms. ceremonies and curious games of
No. 2. HOW TO DO TRICKS.-The great book o!
m agic and card tricks, containing full instructions on
·an leading card ·tricks ot the day, a lso the most popular
m,a!!'ical lllusions as performed b y our leading magicians; every boy should obtain a copy of this book.
No. S. HOW TO FLIRT.-The arts and wiles of
flirtation are fully exp lained by this little book Besi<les the various methods of handkerchief, fan .gJove
parnsol, window and hat flirtation, it contail\S a full llst
of the language and sentiment of flowers.
No. 8. HOW TO' BECOME A SCIENTTST.-A useful
and instructive book, . giving a complete treatise on
chemistry; also experiments in acoustics, mecl1anics
mathematics, chemistry .. and directions for -making fire '.
works. colorerl firPs, nnd gns balloons.

No. 9. HOW TO BECOl\IE A VENTRILOQUTST.-Ry -

Harry Kennedy. E1•ery intelligPnt boy r eading this
hook of instructions can master t h e art, and create any
amount of f11n for l1 imself nnd fr·: ends.
No. 10. HOW TO BOX.-The .rt of self-defense made
Pa!ly. Containing over thirty illu strations of guards,
hlows, and the rlilrerent positions of a good lioxer.
Ever:v boy should obtain one of these u seful and in structive books, as it will teach you how to box without an Instructor.
No. 11. HOW TO WRITE LOVE-LETTERS.-A most
complete little book, containing full directions for writIng love-letters, and when to use them, giving specimen
letters for yo11ng and old.
No. 18. HOW TO D() IT; OR, BOOK OF ETIQUETTE.-It is a great life secret, and one that evey_
~~~sn1n rr;fn de~ires , to know all about. There's bapp •

No. 15. HOW TO BECOllrE RICH.-Thls wonderful
book presents you with the example and life experience
of some of the most noted and wealthy men in the
world. For those wbo aspire to fame and fortune, this
.
book will give :vou the ~f'Cret.
No.. 16.

HOW TO KEEP A WINDOW GARDEN.-

Containing full inst.ructions for constructing a window
garden either in town or country, nnd the most approved methods for raising beautiful flowers at home.
No. 17. HOW TO DRESS.-Contain fn g fnll instruction in the art of dre~sing an/J appearing well at home
and abroad. giving th·e ~elections ot colors, material,
and bow to hnve them made up.
No. 18.

HOW TO BECOI\IE BEAUTI:0-UL.-One of

No. 29.

HOW TO BECOIIIE AN INVENTOR.-Every

the brightest an d II\,\)St valuable little books ever given
to the world. Everybody wishes to know how to be.
come beautiful, both male and female.

boy should know bow inventions originated. This book
explains them all. giving examples In electricity, hydraulics. magnetism, optics, pneumatics, mechanics, etc.
No. so. HOW TO . COOK.-One of the most instructive
books on cooking ever published. It contains recipes
for cooking meats, fish, game, and oysters; also p1es1
pu<ldings. cakes and all kinds of pascry, and a grana
collection of recipes.
No. S'l'. HOW TO KEEP HOUSE.-It contains information for everybody: boys. girls, men , and ~vomen; it
will teach you how to make almost anything around
the house, such as parlor ornaments, make almost anything around thP. house. such as parlor ornaments.
brackets, cements, Aeollap harps, and bird lime for
catching birds.
No. 88. HOW TO BECOME YOUR OWN DOCTOR.-

A wonderful book, containing useful and practical ln-

-..

formatipn in the treatment of ordinary diseases and
ailments common to every family. Abounding in useful
and efl'ective recipes for general complaints.
No. 40. HOW TO MAKE AND SET TRAPS.-Includ-

ing hints on how to catch moles, weasels, otter, rats,
souirrels and birds. Also how to cure skins. Copiously
illustrated.
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etta's Life at Stake.
Racing F'or a Ranch; or, Spitfire On His Mettle.

-~!:!~e
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and the Yellow Bull; or, Arletta's Daring Es•
cape.
" Surrounded By Death; or, The· Seven Sticks of
Dynamite.
" Staking a Claim; or. Arietta On Guard
;; Greaser Chase; or, The Outlaws ·ot the Border.
Swinging a Lariat: or, Arletta and the Wlld
·
Hors~s.
,
" Booming a Camp: or, The Shot that Opened a
kf
Gold Mine.
'' nnd the "Busted" Mining Camp; or Arletta
as an Auctlorreer.
" Ousting the Outlaws; or, The Clean Up At
Fancy Flat.
" and the T:,-easure ot the Lake; or, Hop Wah'•
...,
·
Magic Trick.
" Bossing A Cattle Ranch; or, Arletta Cornered
By Ru stlers.
" '!.'rapping the Redskins; or, The Last Raid of
Crazy Horse.
" a \~ot.the Cave Gang; or, Arietta•s Desperate
" Lost Iri the Rockies; or, The Luck a Grizzly
Brought.
" E lected a Chief; or. Arietta and the Papoose.
" and "Stinger Jack"; or, The Blott That
Wouldn 't Work.
" and the '.i:'ricky Trapper; or, Arietta After BIi
•
Gan.e.
" Givillg It Straight; or, The Worst Camp ot AJ.' - ~
·
" Gunning tor Gunmen; or, Arietta and t"
)...
·
Greaser Ruffians.
" Surrou·n ded by Gold: or, A Treasure Worth a
million.
" Battling Death ;· or. Arietta and the Chasm.
" and the Reckles~ Regulars; or, Saving a Com.
' pany of Cavalry.
" "Busting" a Show; or, Arietta and the Actress.
" Locating a Lode; or, The Orphans of Bowie
Bar.
angatWim~~~ncho Boss; or, Catching a Crafty
" At Six Spot Flat; or, The Joke That Made a
Fortune.
" Trapped by Greasers; or, Arletta and the
Secret Passage.
" Government Contract; or, Arietta and the Pony
·
Express.
" Bi1; Round-Up; or, The Champion Roper Of the
·
B. B. Ranch.
" Twelve Shots; or, Arietta and the Raiders.
" and the Golden Image; oiti Lured to the Valley
of Death.
" Balking a Raid; or, Arietta's Leap tor Liberty.
" Hunting in the Sierras: or, Arietta and the
,-.
Cinnamon Bear. ,
" Saving the Block-house; or, Arietta and tho
Allies Aattack.
" and the Redskin Traitor; or, The Siege in the
Sand Hills.
" .Holding a Herd; or, A_rietta's Fiery Race
" and the Ten Cow-Punchers ; or, Besting a Bad
Bunch. ·
" Caught in a Cavern; or, Arietta's. Shot in the
Dark.
" Dividing tlie Gold; or, Settling a Claim Dispute.
" After the Trail Thieves; or, Arietta's RoundUp.
" Ancl the Pawnee Paleface; or, The Old Hunter's
· Secret.
" Racing 11,, Flood; or, Arietta Shooting the
' Rapids
" and "Pinto Peter"; or, The Fight ot Buckhorn
Rarich.
" Escaping Death: or, Arietta's Fifty Mile Racr-.
" Lost on the Desert; or, The Luck a Sand Storm
Brought.
" And the Broken Gun; or, Arietta's Quick Wit.
' F,\ifJ~~fh,th6ur8tboys; or, The. Doom of the
"
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